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The LadifN* Favorite.
The newest fashion in ladies’ hats w ill doubtless
11 utter of pleasurable excitement among
the fair sex. Ladies are always susceptible to the
changes of a fashion plate; anil the more startling
tiie departure, the more earnest the gossip over the
I»r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is
new mode.
a positive cure for tine ills which a ill let females and
make their lives miserable. This sovereign panacea can he relied on in cases of displacements
and all functional derangements, it builds up the
poor, haggard and drngged-out victim, and gives
iter renewed hope and a fresh lease <>f life, it is
the only medicine for woman's peculiar weakness
e* and'ailments, sold by druggists, under a positive guarantee from the manufacturers, that it
will give satisfaction in every ease, or money refunded. Head printed guarantee on bottle wrapper.
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make them a period lililepill. Tlmy p!<\ -c
th-- who use them, tarter'- Little Liv'd- Pi!
may Weil l.e terim I ••pceledion."
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lettuce, eu-umbers, onions* thinly sliced, or
dre ssing. A bor le r of parsley or fine*
lettuce: leaves around the- flat dish in whie-h the*
tomatex
are* served i* an allructive garnish;
bits of jet among tin- slices keep them cold.
It i* *afe*r. however, to serve- the: mnvemnahe*
«i i-e-**iiig s' pa rate 1» I hat all tastes may 1 »<: suited,
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'i l.se full llavor is be st obtained by simply :i«lelii.g salt.
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llavor. Imt nowh.-re is it used in so many ways
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suit.d to different use*.
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Henry Ueorge ti-cd to be an inspector of gas
To serve aw tomatoes should he perfectly
metre.- hut. nr course, that was before lie thought j
ripe, hut not soft. It i> sometimes urged as a
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Life

For this department brief suggestions, facts
and experience are solicited from housekeepers, farmers and gardeners.
Address Agricultural editor. Journal Office, Belfast, Me.

Portia should have advised Hiylock to go on a
v acation and see if lie could not gain that
pound of
tlosh without taking it out of someone else.
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;i >ccond letter from
the subject of the coni' Mined anarchists, hut feci that no good
mid result to any one from its publication.
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The New York Herald

'ays;

d'!i. decision reached by the Supreme Court
Illinois in the ease of the anarchist* is
rather startling, though it does not come as a
‘‘i prise.
It is calculated to make that part of
'mm
foreign population which has brought its
inveterate hatred of all kinds of government to
Hds country hesitate in its mad career.
The anarchists are themselves to blame for
whatever consequences follow on the heel* of
their cowardly deeds. If they can come here
tl" purpose ol making an honest living by
hmr-st toil they will get their share of those
unities which our institutions afford,
l|, l w hich are not afforded to an
equal extent
1;|
any other nation on the globe. But if they
mi. with
incendiary speeches and dynamite,
:'"d organize for the purpose of destroying the
1
ov and order which are the
just pride of every
citizen, they must not be surprised if
thinking
Un courts offer them that
martyrdom which
’hey are constantly prating about.
'■
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Doctors ! A'otmg Bros., b ailing grocers of New
port, II. I., report an IS years’ ca-e of p-oria-is
cured by Palmer's .Skin-Succes.--.
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J’hysieians and druggists are very poor judges
apples. A green one is sure to have a golden
inge in their ryes.

of
t

Judge Hycr, Kahway, N. .1.: the late Prcst. Arthur's partner, and other-, t< stify to value of Palmer’s Skin-Sueeess for all skin diseases.
Why can't tiieduelists of to-day lie fairand square
about it and designate as weapons, “Chins, at two
miles?”
Skin and Scalp disca-es can In enrol by Palmer’s
Skin Success. Soap cleanses, ointment heals. Sold
by II. II. Moody.
Smith—I hear Mrs. B. has returned from the
country. Brown—Yes. “the melancholy days have
come, the saddest of the year.”
Rev. John Scarlett, <‘range. N. .1, reports bis
wife cured of Krysipeias by Palmer's Skin-Sucalso tells of a cure from Barber’s Itch.

cess:

Missouri editor

A

uses

the columns of his

own

paper to brag about the arrival of a four-pound
baby in his own family. There's something wrong
there. The baby i- either too small or the type too
large.
I have been a great sufferer from catarrh for over
ten year.-, had it very had, could hardly breathe.
Some nights I could not sleep—had to walk the
t’oor. I purchased lily’s Cream Balm and am using
it freely, it is working a cure surely. I have advised several friends to use it, and with happy results in every case. It is the one medicine above
all others made to cure catarrh, and it is worth its
weight in gold. I thank Cod 1 have found a remedy I can use with safety and that does all that is
claimed for it. It is curing my deafness.— B. AY.
*2w38
Sperry, Hartford, Conn.
When little Bessie was taken to the menagerie,
the first thing her eyes lighted on was the Bactrian
camel. “Oh, mamma!” she exclaimed, “look at
that cow with two bustles on!”
mav be prevented, and a thick growth
stimulated, by the use of Ayer’s Hair Vigor.

Baldness
of hair

also restores the natural color to

This

preparation

gray

liair, and renders it soft, pliant and glossy.

Business houses in Connecticut who want help
advertise that no one who rides a bicycle or has
any interest in base ball will be employed under
any circumstances. They even object to a fellow
who goes to see his girl every night.
Life Incomes almost

a

burden when the

body is

racked with the suffering which arises from scrofula. If any taint of this disease lurks in your
blood, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will expel it. The en-

system may be thoroughly renovated by taking
this medicine.

tire

Found—the Meanest Man

on

Record.

hi unother column wc
print a despatch saying
Commissioner Black, the recipient of
yoar salary and a #1200 pension in addition,
IO i*
parading up and down a* the “friend of
,
me
soldier,” charged the New Hampshire veteran*
for coming on to their reunion, when he dilutY, °ii his service* to the pensioner*. [Boston

Jat Pension

hveiling Record.

What

Is

the

Care

fur

Chewlag fiiaf

A never-failing cure for sea sickness lias been
discovered at last, it is chewing gum. At least,
one afflicted man who has tried it says so.
Hereafter 110 well-regulated passenger vessel will put
to sea without taking an invoice of this great Yankee specific on board. | Biddeford Journal.
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Among

the Mexicans. %

CELEBRATING
THE
NATION’S BIRTHDAY'.
STORY OF THE CURE, MIC! IT EL HIDALGO Y
COHTILLO, AND HIS CELEBRATED “GRITO
DE DOLORES.”

Correspondence of the Journal.
1887. Hells are ringing, cannon booming, and great doings going on all
over the country, in the annua! celebration of
National Independence.
Though in matters
of business, Mexicans are slower than Father
Time as pictured in the primer, acting always
upon the revised axiom, “Never do to-day
what can he put otT until to-morrow”—they
celebrate with heart and soul, regardless of
expense. Agreeing with the ancient worthy
who remarked that Time was made for slaves,
these proud descendants of the Montezuma# care
little how old Tempos may proceed with his
Jut/iUnt/, and make life pretty much a holiday.
All their fiestas are long ones, and, naturally,
this most important of 1h year—September!
Kith, the nation’s natal-day—lasts not less than

Mexico, Sept.

■

a week and is
cut husiasin.
in universal

celebrated with the greatest

their liberation
rejoicing
from the clutch *• f Spain, Mexican* do not
commemorate the da\ of the declaration of independence, a* do we o 1 the older Kcpublic, but
that on which the first open attempt wa* made
to throw oil’ the yoke of the oppre-or. Their
*
ieorge Washington.
THE « I KE, IlIDtl.GO,
in \s 1i<•-* honor all the bell- of Mexico are
clamoring together, has long been canonized.
Though executed like a criminal only .seventyseven years ago, he ito-day regarded as a
mart\r, and the sun in all his course sees not a
more hallowed spot than the little church ol
Dolores wherein his rebellious “(irito” (cry)
was raised.
Without dipping deeply into history, a brief
summary of the important events* of that
stormy time will enable us to enjoy this tumultuous jubilee with “the spirit and tin* understanding.” The story of the early Aztecs,
which is at once a poem ahd a tragedy, is
familiar to all, for IToseott and other historian* haw *i t forth in vivid colors their Acadian
life, \irtue, -implicit and lofty sense of honor. ;
Then came the greedy Spaniards, (in lolb),
with their velvet banners on which were j
appropriately emblazoned a blood-red crucifix j
in the mid-L of blue and wlii'e llames. and Inm ath ‘t the motio in Latin, “Let ns follow the
(Tons, ami j;i 1 i»:ii -ign we -hail ••ompicr.”
Throughout, their long career of rapine and
muni *r. the crusading a«iv« nmr« rs were faithful in their d< votion to the motto, -for to the
won I ling an ! innocent
native-, Coilcz and
the qually infamou- IVdro d« Alvarado. oil'* .i-d the alternative of the <’re*- or the-word,
and gave them both, during three centuries «»*
the most diabolical atrocities ever perpetrated
in tlie uniue of religion.
At tin* beginning of the Nineteenth century
a
most abnoimal state of -o-iely t xi-ted iii
M« xieo. The Spaniards- comparatively few
in numbers, but all powerful in wealth nml inthicnci—ruled tin* country with an iron hand,
i lie native
Mexicans, though in the vast.*
majority, had been so weakened by centuries I
of serfdom, -uperstition and tyranny, helplc s
and ho’pele.-s. ihat only in deep canons of the
mountains, or in silent depths of therforest
where the gleaming bayonet of the soldiers or
the keen scent of the blood-hounds which had
been trained to leap at Aztec throats at a sign
from their master-, dared Liberty to secretly
whisper her principles. The only bond between
tiie proud Iberian and the degraded American
laces was found in
over

by the clamor as well as the unusual hour, the
people came flocking from all directions. For
the last time Hidalgo mounted to his pulpit,

and with a sad face unfolded to the beloved
people all bis hopes and plans. He told them
that they had been slaves for centuries in the
land where their fathers ruled as monarch?;
that, now was their opportunity to recover
from the cruel Spaniards their stolen lands and
liberty. I fere was freedom, if they would tight
for it. and he, himself, would lead them, whether to victorv or death.
Said he: “Will von become Napoleon’s slaves, or will you arise as
patriots to the defence of your homes and your

religion?

The response from hundreds of eager throats
nearly shook down the old halls in its wild enthusiasm—“ Vioa nuestra Senora de Guadalupe! Viva h Independencia! Mucra el neal
fjobireno! Muernn las Gath upinos !—Long
live our Lady of Guadalupe (the Creole mother
of Christ aiid special patroness of Mexico.)
Long live Independence. Perish the had government.
Death to the Spaniards.
"Live, then, and follow your Cun;, who has
loved you as his children.” was Hidalgo’s exhortation. This was tlie famous
“GHITO Dl. DOLOKKH,”
which became the watchword of the Liberals
throughout their long and weary struggle.
And thus an ignorant band of Indians and
Creoles, w ithout money, arms, skill, or anything
but enthusiasm, led by a Priest whose life had
been most bumble and whose tastes all leaned
toward peace and quietness, arrayed themselves against a powerful nation possessed of
overwhelming numbers, wealth, influence, and
all the arts and machinery of war.
Alter all the disabilities so long imposed upon
them, their tir<t self-taught lessons in military
life mu*t have been hard indeed for these poor
Indians. Cal It'd by Hidalgo’s eloquence they
came bv thousands, and w iieu be raised for bis
banner a rude picture of Our Lady of Guadalupe. the movement assumed the'character of
a crusade.
They equipped and supported themselves. and even the women assisted, preceding
the* column in the march and performing the
functions of cooks, nurses ami purveyors. In
all those external appointments which give
prestige and power to military organizations,
they were utterly destitute, but in high-souled
patriotism the world lias never seen their su-

periors.

In a letter like 1 hi> we cannot follow the
rials and triumphs of the cause; but the heroic
sacrilico and deeds of valor of this first army of
independence arc embalmed in Irstorv and engraven on the hearts of their countrymen.
Alas that in one short, year, after the' most
brilliant successes and disastrous defeats, all
who were left of tins noble army of patriots
were betrayed, imprisoned and shot, sealing
with their blood their faith in tlu; cause.
Throughout all these varied experiences Hidalgo remained the same,and whether generalissimo or private soldier, it was all one to him
so long a> the cause advanced.
At this time
he was fifty-eight years of age, and is described
as rather above the medium height, of stout
proportions, ruddy complexion, and robust
constitution. His well moulded head was bald
on the top. his long hair nearly white, forhead
massive, features large, lips thin, eye-brows
very prominent, face clean-shaven,‘and the
brilliant black eyes betrayed the activity of bis
mind. His heart was broad and sympathetic,
manners winning, and his voice vibrating, sonorous and extremely pleasing to the ear. To
the tongue of a Phillips he added the pen of a
Garrison, the will of a Hancock, the fanaticism
of John Drown and the heart of a Lincoln; and
like the latter, he proclaimed the abolition of
slavery. Although he has been called
“Tin: WASHINGTON OF MEXICO”
there is no one of our American heroes with
whom be can appropriately be compared. Had
Hidalgo possessed Washington’s cool, patient,
irresistible perseverance, his cause might have
sooner triumphed; but. bad such been ins character he would never have launched his “Grito”
at such fearful risk.
Though he discarded the cassock for the military cloak. 1 e never quite forgot his early
training. Travelling from village to village, inciting the Indians to rebellion, he always wore
an image of the Virgin of Guadalupe, suspended by a chain around his neck. Alter haranguing the people he would suddenly look down
at hi< breast and address the image in this fashion : "Holy Virgin of Guadalupe! Mary, mother
of God !
Dehold our country—behold our
wrongs! Dost thou desire that we be delivered
from our tyrants—dost thou w ish us to slay the
1
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Maine Matters.
NEWS AND

GOSSIP

FROM

ALL

Generalities.

OVER THE STATE.

SCHOOLS OF MAINE FOR

1887.

From the tabulated returns of schools offiof the cities, towns and plantations in the
State, the following facts have been gathered
in comparing the returns of 1880 and 1887:
Whole number of pupils of school age, decrease
208; whole number registered iu summer and
fall schools, increase, 1995; average attendance
in summer and fall schools, increase, 2003;
number registered in spring and winter schools
inc., 1312; average attendance in spring and
winter schools, inc., 020; per cent, of average
attendance to whole number, inc., .01; average
length of schools for year, 22 weeks, 2 days,
inc., 1 w., 3 d.; number'sehool districts in State,
2539, dec., 89; number school houses in State,
4310, dec., 2; number school houses reported in
good repair, 3144, dec., 129; number school
houses built during the year, 03, dec., 0; co«t
of same, $100,741, inc., $107,598; estimated
value of all the school property in the State.
$3,300,307, inc., $190,022;: number male teachers employed summer and winter, dec.,
50;
number female teachers emplyed summer and
number
teachers
inc.,
winter,
211;
employed
graduates of Normal schools, inc., 90; amount
of money voted by towns for common schools,
inc.. $4G,G93; average amount per scholar, $3.14, increase, $0.20; amount available for schools
from town treasuries, inc., $42,53G; amount
available for schools from State treasury, inc.,
$8,802; total school resources, $1,123,009, inc.,
$47,158; amount expended for common schools
$1,057,513, inc., $43,772; amount paid for
school supervision, inc., $839.
cers

REUNION OF THE FIFTEENTH MAINE.

The Fifteenth Maine Regiment began a two
days’ reunion in Augusta Sept. 13tli. some 125
veterans being in attendance. Meetings devoted to business and speech-making were held in
the afternoon and evening. At 5 1*. M. they
visited the State House and viewed the battle
Hags; also marched to the old tenting ground
near the State House. The old hoard of officers
was re-elected in the evening as follows: President, Col. Isaac Dyer, of Skowhcgan; Vice
Presidents, Lieut. Henry S. Rich, of Mechanic
Falls, Capt. Joseph A. Clark, of Caribou, Capt.
James Walker, of Gardiner; Secretary and
Historian, Maj. H. A. Shorev, of Bridgton;
Treasurer, Lieutenant John Mead, of North
Bridgton. The reunion closed the evening of
the 14th with a grand banquet iu Grand Army
Hall, speeches being made after dinner by Col.
F. M. Drew, of Lewiston, Rev. G. R. Palmer,
of Augusta, Dr. L. E. Holmes, of Butte City,
Mont., Col. I. Dyer and others. The next reunion will be held in Bangor.
GOOD FISHING.

Fishing in Maine lias been better, this seathan for many previous years. This is
especially true of salmon fishing. The excellent luck of sportsmen at Bangor, last June,
is well known. At Wilton pond in Franklin
county where live years ago there was not a
fish of the kind, many land-locked salmon have
been taken. Some excellent ones have been
taken, recently, at Moosehea 1. The commissioners are doing all they can, with the means
at their disposal, to stock other rivers and lakes
with this fish. A new and expensive fishway
has been built at Bar Mills on t ie Saco river, in
which stream several good-sized salmon have
been seen. Fishways on the Prtsumpseot have
been repaired, and unless the poachers arc too
active, it is believed Sebago and the streams
leading from it will soon be stocked with excellent tisb. Newr fishw ays have been constructed
and old ones repaired*in Washington, Penobscot, Waldo and other counties.
son.

THE 1>EXTER LINE TO MOOSE HEAD.

An extension of the Dexter line ten or fifteen miles northward would strike the Piscataquis at Dover and give the Maine Central a
shortcut to Moosehead Lake and the Canadian
Pacific. The prospect is now better than ever
that the road will be built. A committee of
citizens has been appointed to solicit subscriptions, ami it is thought that the requisite
money will be easily raised. The construction
of this line will not necessarily be fatal to the
plan of a railroad through the upper Kennebec valley. Such a road will be a commercial
necessity sooner or later. [Portland Advertis-

“LOS CRloI.LAS,”
the mixed descendants of the conquerors and
the conquered.---for however much the haughty scions of Castile despised the sons of Mexico. they had found his ‘laughters irrc-i.-tible.
During the throe hundred years of Spanish
occupation, these Criolia* had grown to great
numerical proportion*. They retained all the
tire and ambition of their sires, and had inherited as well the unfading memory, watchful pa:i nc« suspicion- ai.itne--. am! undying
love <-f iii rty peculiar to the Indian race. As
er.
rule they Were well educated, and being
a
IX GENERAL.
both
biril:
and
tradition,
prejudiced.'
by
against
agricultural pursuit*, (which, indeed, otic rod
Interest in tlie scheme to build a railroad
no inducements in Mexico, since Spain would
from Skowhegan to Athens is reviving.
Ganclmpinas?”
inevitably seize their protits), most of the risJoseph G. Weymouth, of Saco, wholesale
Tin* image had a movable head, fastened to a
ing race of men embraced the clerical, medical,
dealer
in dressed beef, has failed with liabilities
which he pulled by jerking a cord conTies brought them into spring,
or legal profe.-sion.
cealed beneath bis vest. As Guadalupe was reported at $40,000.
even doser contact ami sympathy with the
The Saco bank people have increased the-remade to respond with vigorous nods to every
ward for the capture of MeXealley, the bankoppre-.-i *1 people of their mother's blood, for interrogation tin* efleet was electrical.
whom to break the shackles of tyranny became
from $1000 to $7,500.
robber,
Padre
Verily,
Hidalgo was a many-sided, ran;
tin* ruling passion.
As a result of the Kennebec campaign against
old man! Excommunicated from the Church,
v\ :tii unaccountable blindness. the Spaniards
the
rumsellers
$s,000 has been paid into the
into the bands of the Spaniards by bis
s< Al.U;l I 1» b»M \TOKS.
of those da_\ > denied llieir descendants any betrayed
county treasury and ten dealers are behind
most trusted associate?, apparently deserted by
When once tasted. s«-allope<l or baked toinu- part in the administration of the government. God and man. In* w as shot within a few months prison bars.
!<»c- an- u-ua!ly
Ex-Governor Dingley has accepted an invipreferred to those cooked in They doubtless feared, (and not without rea- ol that 10th of Dec., 1810, when his “Grito’’
son.) that these sons < f Mexico would not be
tation to address an Industrial Convention to
1 he -> Tier part of a can may
any oilier way.
was raised in the little church of Dolores.
!»•• used, the liquid -trained oil' for llavorinjr sufficiently pliable in the hand* of Spanish
he held at Birmingham about the first of NovFannie D. Waki>.
"tlier i!i-hes. t-iu raw tomatoes sliced are pre- emissaries and too lenient toward the race of
ember on shipbuilding.
ferred. Ituit'-r a deep pinto or pmldiiqr *!i-h their mothers, Kegarding Mexico only as a
Dr. X. R. Boutelle, of Waterville, has taken
source of revenue from which to grind tlaand sprinkle with <iry enunbs. put in a layer
prizes at every fair, at which he lias entered
Declines to Join the Third Party.
last particle of gold. Spain considered no
of si ice* 1 tomatoes sprinkled with crumbs, seahis sheep this year. He lately took seven prizes
methods too severe in the accomplishment of tin: uj;r; iu.icAx iwuty tiie nrsr emend of at Worcester, Mass.
»n each layer with -ad and pepper and conthis object, and protected tin- natives as they
tinue till tin* di-li is full ami covered with butMr. Ansel L. Vaughan, who recently died at
J*lioniIiITH>X.
ter*- I crumbs.
It is well t*> have all the crumbs did the cattle, irrespective of their rights as j
Bridgeport, Michigan, was once in business in
Tin? following communication, which wo take
m-ed prepared by mixing in t.h*- proportion of human beings, simply that they might produce
Portland. He was horn in Warren, Me., in
from the Boston .Journal, contains just ae whole- 1820. He left Portland in 1804.
om- cupful of crumbs t*> one
iab!cspo*mful of more rattle and more wealth.
melt* 1 butter,
ltake -lowly about an li*mr:
Mail} a covert council and many a midnight M'tue doctrine for Maine as for Massachusetts:
The re is talk of organizing a creamery assonut ting these <Tiolla* heal, to con-idcr their
«*iv* r at first, tlu-n I t tiie top brown, serve hot.
“I saw by the report of the Prohibitory cau- ciation in the State. There are fifteen butter
'Mm quantity of crumbs and seasoning can be rights and the means of obtaining them.
and
cheese factories in Maine and a very strong
cus that 1 was elected a delegate to the .State
v arieil to suit the taste.
Thwarted in every peaceable attempt to secure
Convention at Worcester. I am at a loss to organization could he obtained.
show of justice, there remained |
the
The
slightest
Washington County Agricultural Fair
I»A K I: I» *ii: SJl till* ToMATOKS.
know why 1 was chosen a delegate since I have
hut to demand it at the point of the -word.
was held at Pembroke, September 14th and 15th
never voted with or in any way sympathized
< ut a -lie*- from the stein end of smooth, linn
secrets
There was a good display and a large attendperished with Ilidalgo with the “third
Many precious
tomatoes, take -.lit tic- centre of soft pulp, mix
party'* movement. I am as ance. The
and hi- followers, hut hundreds of traditions
Bangor horse Duster took the sweepearnest a prohibitionist as any of them, 1 think,
vviih a -luliiiwr■ of bn ad crumlis sea-one*! with
arc -til! extant concerning those early heroes
time 2.35.
stakes,
but have not believed their methods the best to
onion «*r summer savory, -alt and pepper or of Mexican
The Farmingdale train wrecker i> at work
independence and the ‘‘eternal
t corn cut from the col), or <
-w.
in-pp* 1 meat. vigilance" which was to them “the price of bring about the desired end. I have watched again. One night recently an attempt was
the third party with a good deal of interest
I'd lithe tomatoes niraiu, cover and hake in a
made
to throw off the evening train by placing
liberty." or more frequently that of a martyr*- since it started,
and give its members credit for
buttered pan a half hour or till soft. The top crown.
Fvery city in Mexico had its scen t I
ami singleness of purpose. Many of big timbers across the rails. The attempt was
may he'sprinkled with crumbs.
societies, and sessions were nightly held to j honesty
not successful.
them arc my personal friends, with whom it
toma ror.s niton.i:i>.
The Centennial of the Bowdoln
quicken the spirit of freedom, so that it was
Aspains me to <litter, but I certainly do not think sociation of the State closed a three*Baptist sesdays’
Hioih-d tomatoes are suitable t<> serve with impossible for the royal nostril* to remain in- they have acted wisely in antagonizing the Resensible
of the incense burning upon a thoussion at Bowdoinham Sept. 15. The exercises
-teak or chops. The followin'; is taken from
publican party, which certainly in the North have been of unusual interest.
and altars.
A large number
Mis- < **r-on\s new book: Choose lar^i*, linn
hid overthrown Carlo* IV. and lias given whatever of temperance legislation of Baptists assembled from every section of
Napoleon
wash
them in cold water, ami wipe
tomatoes,
we have ever had.
In Maine, my native State,
was dominated by the French.
Knowthe State.
dry ; have vady a double win gridiron well Spain
in any degree meant the for instance, the Republican party has in every
A Dedham man, Win. G. Burrill, helped to
butter*-*!, a plat* containin:; four tablespoon fills ing well that liberty
instance given all the law they have been asked
death-knell <*f monarchy in Mexico, the new*»f Hour M-asoiied highly with sail and pepper
and to-day t hev have not only “< 'oustitu- build the first railroad in Maine, the old Veazie
togive,
road running from Bangor to Milford. He
ly-arrived Viceroy, Francisco Javier do Velie- tional
ami two table-spoonfuls of butter melted by a
prohibition,** but the most rigid statutes
vas, left no moans untried to crush it* devotees.
beat: sec that the lire is very hot ami
for it* enactment, with a Governor heartily and never rode on the ears, however, until July 0th
-jntie
Hv
thi*
mistaken
course Spain divorced the
of
this year, lie is over seventy-live years of
dear: cut the tomatoes half an inch ‘thick, dip
in sympathy with its enforcement, and
sympathy of the only cla** who could have actively
the -iices fir-d in melted butter, then in Hour,
yet such men as Hon. Neal Dow and other age.
elements
in
united
the
bonds
of
The crusade against the liquor sellers continopposing
peace ihird
lay them between the bars of the gridiron ami
party men. like Mr. Bean in the late cau- ues
brown on both sides; serve as done on allot and drove the Criollas to plot in secret for
vigorous. X. M. Whitmore and J. D.
cus, publicly announce as the platform of their
White
of Gardiner, who were indicted for letnit: <*1*1*1 umtm: movement
dish, putting a bit of butter on each sli*v.
part\. lirst. to kill the Republican party, i do
for liquor selling pleaded nolo
when to Mexico would he horn a son whose not hear any talk of killing the Democratic ting buildings
A tomato sam * suitable to use with macaroni
contendere
anil will pay $100 each.
name should be Fmanuel, the deliverer.
or to serve with chops (after the custom of
party, which here in the North is openly on
Labor
Commissioner
Matthews left Augusta
The expected offspring was provided for, with tin? side of the saloon and always and everyI’ickwiek) is made by cooking om* tabl* spoonto be absent several days in Aroosthe determination that when it* birth should w here? openly opposed to prohibition. I cannot recently,
ful of butter and Hour lo*;etiier ami uradually
took
his
During
stay there he will inadding a pint of strain***! tomato already sea- be heralded, tile child of Liberty would he de- s. e how tie* cause of prohibition was helped in quirecounty.
into the lumbering interests in that resoned. cooking in it a slice of onion, bhide of fended at any cost. All preparations for the lie* last national election by defeating Mr.
and on his return will visit the slate quarBlaine, a lifelong temperance man and one who gion,
mace, om.* sprL; of parsley, cloves and pepper event had been made, the guest* invited, the
ries of Piscataqus county.
corn.
swaddling clothes at hand -and from a humble has invariably thrown his inlhiencc in favor of
At
the races on Rural Park, Bar Harbor,
cradle in San Juan do !o- Lagos it was intend- prohibition, and electing Mr. Cleveland, who
15 in the 2.55 cla*s, Barlow, owned l;v E.
Chopped pickle can lie made without cooking ed to scud forth the
of
Defiance to Spain! certainly lias never been even an abstainer Sept.
cry
one
of
line
>:»lt
with
half
a
II.
by mixing
cup
peek Independence for Mexico!" Hut frusted ser- from the use of intoxicating beverages, and yet
Greeley, of Ellsworth, took first money;
oi green tomato<
and one large onion chopped
Moses
Stevens’ Oscar Wilde, from the sarin*
the plan. Furious at the oppo- the third party leaders, some of them disvant*
second. In the free-for-all race, Maud
together. L 1 the mixture land over night, sition betrayed
to his authority and fearful of the congruntled Republican oilice seekers, not only place,
drain thoroughly, add vinegar enough t«» cover
L., owned by Leonard, of Monroe, took first
that must follow an uprising,—as were satisfied with tlie way the election went,
ai d 'in li -pice a* liked.
If will be ready for sequences
money, best time 2.33.
Herod sent out iii* soldiers to -lay all the child- but claimed it as a third party victory. Indeed,
U'e hi a week, and will
keep months if noi put ren in Judea >«> that the general
Secretary Young of the State Board of Heall h
so
far as 1 know never publicdestruction il was said, and
mi tin table.
has issued a circular of instruction for collectmi rid include t he infant. < hri-t Vencga* over- i\ denied, that their Presidential nominee was
The 'ii.all. vellow tomatoes may he preserved whelmed Mexico with It is armies so that, no paid
ing samples of water for analysis. He has also
a lecture by the Democratic committee.
like plum': slices of lemon or ginger root -belter
I could have wished that Gov. Ames had urged made out a blank form of application, which is
might remain for the coming child.
to he tilled out by the parties sending specicooked with them give a pleasant llavor. After
Hunted, persecuted and distressed. Liberty the adoption of the constitutional amendcooking in a thick syrup till clear, the tomatoes fled to thir mountains, and there in the parish ment in his inaugural, hut when l see almost mens. This is a great work and will doubtless
!•«
on
with
spread
may
plates sprinkled
dry church of Dolores, in the State of Guanajuato, the entire Republican party voting for it, and prove of much value in determining the source
sugar and put in tin* sun to dry.
When crys- the infant was prematurely born, with the nearly all the Democrats voting against it, and of a large amount of disease.
isowtiom
ml*
root
Mail
rusn at
oucgc
tallized they should he put in a dry place. hound-of the King on its truck.
Although there realize that some of these Democrats would
of ’IX).
These are tomato tigs and well deserve their was
time to fly. and it was well known that never have been elected but for Republican Sept. Kith, was won by Thompson,
yet
In the foot ball game in the afternoon the
name.
death would await tin- one in whose arms the votes drawn off by the third party, and many
Freshmen outplayed the Sophomores at every
child of Liberty was found, there was not
Republicans disatlectcd toward prohibition by
hut the game was declared a draw on a
Itrighton tame Market.
wanting a god-father, it was Miguel Hidalgo, the action of tlie third party men, l cannot help point,
i’.IUCMTON, Sept, go, 1SS7.
it might have been carried if the third foul of an upper classman after two and oneof Gostilla, the obscure* priest of Dolores parfeeling
half
hours
Amount of live stock at market—(attic, lots;
playing. Saturday morning the
ish.
party men had labored as hard to build up the Freshmen won
the rope pull ’and ’the SophoSheep and Lambs, -1240: Swine, 20.i»77; Horses,
il“ was a native of Guanajuato, born in the
Republican party as they did to destroy it.
i77; Vo;il calves. 1>7: iiiinbcr of western cattle,
For myself, L have voted with the Republi- more-Freshmen ball game in the afternoon
*.e»I : northern cattle, s7.
village of IVnjamo, in May, lT-VI. In his youth i
was won hv the Freshmen, 10 to IT.
In* displayed such an aptitude for learning that can party since ls'sj, and with its glorious recTrices of Hecf faille t*' 100 II, live weight—
The sporting public in general seems to be
< hoiee quality, £7 12!* <|7 7u; lirsl
In* was given a thorough course at the Semin- j ord and present noble men and the stand I tind
quality, Si i;g'2«
under the erroneous impression that the close
5 oo; second,g.r»4 To; third
1
quality, £:> 77a 12'* ; ario de San Nicolas in Valladolid, Michoacan. it taking everywhere for the protection of time for
large game—moose, caribou and deer
poorest grade.- of coarse Oxen, Hulls, Stags, Tex- At the age of twenty-five be was ordained a
labor, for a free ballot and a steady opposition
of Octoan. f. dorado, £;{ on a;{ 02 %.
bachelor of theology, and later was appointed to the saloon interests, I propose tostand by it, —is off September 1 this year, instead
tt.: ilrighton Tallow,
lirightoii Hides, r,‘. ,i7e.
Cure of Dolores with a “fat living" of £10,(KN)
and trust that through it, as in the past, every ber 1, as heretofore. A bill recommended by
•ti4<■ v' tt»: Country Hides, bjjb.^r ts 3,; Country
a
change to
material interest of our beloved country North the game commissioners, making
Tallow, 1 a4 >i-?.»e. tP It,; Calf Skins, bfx7«* t/ B-; sheep per annum.
From the first he relegated his clerical duties am I South may lie advanced.
II. J. Woods.” that effect, was introduced at the last session
and Lamb skins, 77eg£l each.
of the Legislature, but failed to pass. Close
The trade for beef cattle has not changed any to
largely to a rector and devoted himself to imNewton, Mass.
time for the game still includes the month of
note from that quoted one week ago.
The supply
proving the material welfare of his parishionof rattle brought into market has been light, ami
September.
er*.
lie established industrial enterprises,and
the quality mostly of an ordinary grade. There
State Superintendent of Schools Luce reports
personally conducted various experiments in Suggestions of the Pension Commissioner, the annual
was a fair call for butchers’ eattle at prices rangteachers’ convention for Lincoln
and
Hut
this
practical industry.
ing from £4 27 to £7 To per 100 It, live weight. A agriculture
Gen. John C. Illack, commissioner of pen- county, which was recently held at Waldoboro,
was not in accordance with the policy of Spain,
part of tin! cattle was for ’he export trade.
to have been one of the most successful ever
sheep and Lambs. At the present time the de- and so, by royal order, his agricultural experi- sions, in his annual report to the secretary of held in the State. Two hundred teachers were
mands for western sheep and lambs arc light, most
ments were all destroyed and manufacturing
the interior, makes the following suggestions: in attendance. The meetings were admirably
of the supply at the present time is being hvought
enterprises nipped in the bud. From the first
in from the North and Canada. Western lots are
1.
That the allowance of two dollars per conducted and great interest shown in the lines
he had been identified with the liberal moveof work considered. The session lasted two
costing from 7'2 to be ^ fl> live weight, landed at ment, and these extreme measures tended to month to minor children he increased to live.
the slaughter .houses.
days.
increase his passionate enthusiasm. lie deeply
Swine. Western fat hogs are costing from f»‘* to
2. That the act of June 16, 1SK0, he so
loved literature, and in his library were found
tr Ii, live weigiit, landed at the slaughter houses,
works on art, science, philosophy and political amended as to permit the benefits of the act to
all being owned by butchers. Nearly all the westNewspaper Notes.
ern fat hog*- are being brought in over the I tost on
economy, including the French authors of the lie extended to those who, subsequent to the
it Albany railroad, all of Messrs. J. 1*. Squire &
from whom lie had imbibed ideas which date of its approval, from an 'aggravation of
day
Mr. S. B. Thayer has assumed editorial control
Co.’s coining over that road.
could not fail to bring forth practical fruit. their malady may have become helpless.
of the Dexter Gazette.
There were also found many other books pro3.
That the existing laws relatin'; to widThe New Age likens Ben Bunker to the business
hibited by the church, which were afterwards ows’ pension certificates, can only bear date
Facts and Figures about Silver.
used against him as
from the day on which she Hies her application, end of a hornet. The N. A. speaks from experilie
and
that
amended
so
ns
to
allow
they may
ence.
The richest silver mine in the world is Potosi.
CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF IIIS IIEKESY.
the commencement of the pension to date
Silver was extremely abundant in ancient
The Lewiston .Journal lias apologized for its
All his plans having been matured for un- from the deatli of the husband, the other contimes.
base and unwarranted slander of the Skowliegan
Total product of silver iu Nevada, £352,000,- i furling the banner of independence at the an- | ditions required by law being as at present.
mail Fair in San Juan de les Lagos, (state of
4. That seetioii 471* of the revised statutes ball team, of which mention v as made in a recent
000.
Annual silver product of North America, Jalesio), he retired to Dolores to arrange for lie so amended as to prohibit the payment of issue.
needed arms and ammunition. Hut among his more than one pension to tile same person.
£85,000,000.
5. That the law requiring the pension to be RMr. E. P. Mayo, editor and proprietor of the
The yearly product of the mines of Africa is adherents was a Judas, who treacherously betrayed the scheme. The Viceroy, informed of graded according to the rank of the claimant Fairfield Journal, has taken up his residence in
estimated to he £5,000.
the
secret
at
ami
at
tile time of injury, he amended so that the Fairfield, moving from Skowliegan where he has
meeting Guanajuato
Queretaro, j
Silver, as regards its mines, is represented in
gave orders for the immediate arrest of all sus- ; rank subsequently acquired bona tide, lie con- lived nine years.
every portion of our planet.
sidered by the commission in determining the
Asia (including Australia, New Zealand and peeled parties.
The name of a woman shines in those dark I amount of pension.
Tiic L. A. W. Bulletin, the official organ of the
Oecanica) products £1,050.000 a year.
beside
as the god-mother i
that
of
6. That tlie present rate for deafness lie Indays
Hidalgo,
The export of silver from the United States
of American Wheelmen, is a recent addiof Mexican Independence and the first to paw n
creased to $30 per month for total deafness, League
since 1848 has amounted to £451,74(5,771.
|
her life for the cause—Dona Josef a Ortiz de with intermediate grades to lie determined tion to our exchange list. It is published weekly
The annual product of the silver mines of
at 22 School street, Boston, at $1 a year.
Dominguez. Locked in her house, she called ! according to the degree of disability.
South America is estimated to be £26,000,000.
tl»e attention of a Priest by a preconcerted si*j- j
7. That discretion lie lodged in the comSilver mines of Europe yield annually £13,The Union Publishing Company of Bangor, has
nal and bid him fly to (Jen Allande, in San Mi- missioner in correcting discrepancies in the
000,000, and their total product lias amounted
guel and send the latter to warn Hidalgo and rates of pension for loss of limbs, or Congress bought the newspapers published heretofore by
to £13,628,000,000.
the rest of their deadly peril.
lie asked to establish a table of rates for loss Mr. Frank K. Smith, of that city. The Up-RivThe highest silver deposit in the world is on
Allande hasted
night to Dolores, to con- of limbs.
er News, The Bucksport Clipper and The Munson
King Solomon’s mountain, in Colorado, 14,000 sult with the head by
of all their popes. Instead
8. That the law lie amended so that the Slate.
feet above the Pacific Ocean.
of preparing escape as was expected in this deslie
authorized
to pay a pension
commissioner
The largest nugget of silver yet obtained was
perate juncture, as if suddenly inspired. Hidal- to the wife of the pensioner, or a suitable perdug up in Arizona and weighed 43,200 ounces, go
The New York Tribune says of the Ohio
declared, “Action must lie taken at once. son on behalf of the children, when the habits
valued at the same number of dollars.
There is no time to lose. We shall yet see the of the pensioner show him to lie unfit to recampaign: “No one supposes that the people
The silver mines of Mexico were worked
in
scattered
on
the
ceive or disburse the pension.
fragments
of Ohio can l»e deceived this year as they were
lone before Cortez revealed them to the eyes oppressor’s yoke
The report shows that there were at the
of Europe in 1513. The product per year at ground!”
The servants and workmen, only fifteen in close of the year four hundred and six thous- In 1883. The Democrats go through the mothe present time is estimated to be £32,000,000.
tions without hope of success, and the Repubnumber, were hastily summoned, and with this and pensioners.
small army, armed with such few implements
There were added to the rolls during the licans know that in
over-confidence lies their
The export of American breadstuffs for the of war as the house of a priest atlbrded, the year the names of 55,194 new pensioners. The
year ending June 30,1W7, was £100,000,000, as doors were throw'll open. It wras not yet day- names of 2709, whose pensions had lieen pre- only danger. With a full vote, Ohio would
against £81.000,000 for the previous year. Dur- break, but a crowd was speedily collected, and viously dropped, were restored to the rolls, probably give a larger majority against Mr.
ing the same period there was a falling off in to these Hidalgo explained the situation and ami during the same period the names of 17,677 Cleveland’s sham reform than it has
given
breadstuff exports from India, showing the provoked the cry
Viva la Indppo.ndencia/” pensioners were dropped from the rolls.
American corn, tike American cotton, is hound
At the first glimmer of dawning, the churchThe amount paid during the year was $73.-. since Coppc-beadism was overwhelmed twenbells were rung as never before, and attracted 463,581, an increase of $9,899,750.
to hold its ow n.
ty-four jerrs ago.”
*•

—

Why

Ex-Governor Luke I*. Blackburn of Kentucky is dead.
The mare Bell Hamlin has trotted
Cleveland in 2.13 3-4.

a

mile at

Belle Boyd, the rebel spy, is lecturing in N«
hraska on the civil war.
Newfoundland demands
the new Fish Commission.

representation

on

Bismarck, it is said, refuses to mediate between Russia and Bulgaria.
The signal service station
ington is to he discontinued.

on

Mount Wash-

In Mcx ieo laborers get IS to 25 cents
and are often paid in farm produce.

a

day.

A threatened strike of 50.001) colliers in the
mines has been averted.

Pennsylvania

One exhibitor in the Nebraska Slate Fair at
Omaha displays 283 varieties of native grasses.

j

The United States Government will not ask j
for the extradition of McGarigle, tie Chicago i
boodler.
is

Only £1,971,000
now

was

of

outstanding.

£305,581,250.

the 3 per cent, loan of '*2
The total loan original!v

Six thousand singers participated i:i a re- !
cent music festival at Amsterdam. Minnie I
Huuck was one of the soloists.
The Executive Committee of the Beecher
statue fund has chosen J. <,>. A. Ward as sculptor. The statue will cost £25,000.
Last year Pennsylvania produced. 73.<X)0.000 ]
coal, valued at £93,000,000. This exceeds
the value of the gold and silver mined.

tons of

One of the rare productions of Jackson
county, Mich., is a white rattlesnake with seven
rattles. It belongs to Richard Crouch, and is

quite

tame.

hundred French fishing vessels
were more or less damaged by the recent severe
gales on the Grand Banks/and at least fifty
lives were lost.
About

one

England is

j
!j

host wheat market. She lias
taken from us 33,000.000 bushels since January
while all the rest of the world has taken only
17,000,000 bushels.
our

The wearing of false hair was introduced inEngland from France in 1572. The practice
was introduced into the latter country
from
Italy, where it originated.

to

j

Millionaire Flood, who has been in ill health j
for some time, has resigned the Presidency of !
the Nevada Bank of San Francisco, and lias been
succeeded by Millionaire Fair.
The Grand A rmy Posts of Boston arc entirely j
unanimous in denouncing the sarcastic, heart- j
less and brutal vetoes of private pension bills j
by President Cleveland, last winter.
The cutting of rates
grain and provisions
intended for exportation has grown to such proportions that the trunk line managers have taken
steps calculated to stop the practice.
on

The slide trombone, the most perfect of brass
musical instruments, is the sackbut of the ancients, and was revived about 1790, after a
model found among the ruins of Pompeii.
The Ilenrv George party has been given the
right to appoint election inspectors in New York.
George's party, the Irving Hall and the Socialistic party have been fighting for the privilege.
Senator Fair put £1,500.000 into the Nevada
Bank when he became its President. This will j
probably enable the concern to tide over il>
difficulties arising from the disastrous wheat
deal.
Mrs. Lucy Parsons, whose husband is about
to be hung for Anarchist murder in Chicago,
says that when the Labor party expelled the
Anarchists they “cut the dog's tail off right
behind his cars.”
The missing whaler Amethyst of New Bedford has been found wrecked in the Arctic regions. The revenue cutter Rush went in search
of her in I860. She had a crew of 30 men. whose
fate is unknown.

During his address at the dedication of tie j
Ohio monuments at Gettysburg Gen. IIur>t of j
Chilloothe said: “No loyal soldier would ever |
agree to allow a rebel monument to be placed
upon this battlefield.*’
Massachusetts, by her system of State Aid to
needy soldiers and their families, has paid in
twenty-live years eighteen millions of dollars.
About $1,000 per day is paid now by Massa-

People Love Blame.

The

Sunday, the l*th inst., Capt. K. B. Forbes
84 years of age. He still does a little
hand work in the way of making miniature
models of shipping, and lias recently illustrated
his now rig for square-rigged vessels.
On

ed

Obed.

w

of land, and is among hi- earliest recollections
of his play ground. After fifty years absence in
the west Obed returns and the following is what
the tree said to him, ns nearly as he could underel'

stand it:
here comes my friend Obed,
And how do you do?
Time-worn and wearv,
Hut still it is you—
one of the youngsters light-hearted and free
T hat spent lif« ’- gay morn on this hill here

w

ith

me.

-.f the

one

youngsters whose feet brown and bare
bong, long ago trod this ground where we are;
One (.1 those
ungsters who little then knew
" bat life hady.in store for
that bare footed crew.
cl!, o’ oil. we've met again, just vou and I,
Hut none ot the rest of our comrades an*
nigh.
T hey long sim-e. have
scattered, all left tills old
hill,

Many

are n< t

living,

And those who are
lothe end of life’s

but

some are living still,
are fast hastening on
and soon will be gone.

living

journey

’i cs. obed, a long time ago you knew me
W hen we were both voting, I a juvenile tree,
I.ate brought from the fo.-e^t ami
placed where i

stand

To watch and to
Me

keep

these four

corners

of land.

in this soil were soon slaking their thirst,
branches readied skvward. quite modest at

root--,

My

first,

l>ut

a> time
see
l- rom «*t wee

rolled its years round I

grew

little

elm tree.

sapling

to

a

mighty

as vou

M hen the zephyrs are
waving my r p t. .and fro
These words tin y are saying in
whispetmgs low
Here are your four corners, right Imre’s where

they be,

\ oil’ll find them
I think I

just lu

ie at

the roots of this

tree.

been faithful—indeed, have I not’
all these long rears I've stood here in

ve

Through

tills Spot,
endured each cold w inti r quite through to it’
end.
Dolled all the storms that the
storm-king could
1

ve

send,
Wrestled with each tempest that raged o’er this

hill
And yet right end up I am
standing here still,
>ud watching those corners; 'till
keeping my trust
w bile the hands
that transplanted me long since
were dust.
all

tilings

day

perish. “Each dog lias its

must

Even tilings we most cherish must all
pass awnv;
The weak and the
mighty alike have to fall,
Father Time, the great reaper, is after us all.
And sooner or later, as the fates shall deem
best,
’l orn- friend tin: old. lm tree must
go with the rest.
I in n who’ll guard these corners; who’ll wat-eh
o’er them still
W lien the elm tree no longer is seen on tin* hill ?

The

Nineteenth

Malm*

Kl'lTnU

Till.

Till:

OF

at

(Gettysburg.

.loFItNAI.

1 noticed

<iuite an extended letter in your last Issue In regard to what the 20th Maine Vols. <ii«l in the battle
of Gettysburg. Now, 1 have no comments to make
on that letter, on
y that the 20th Maine was a most
gallant regiment, and a better Commander never
went into war than Gen’l Chamberlain, then Col. of
the Regiment. Rut 1 want to
say a few words for
the old ISfth Maine Vols., Col. Heath
commanding.
At that memorable battle the 19th were held in re
until the afternoon of the 3rd
day of July.
W e were then sent to the front, halted on Little

serve

Top

Round
to

man

and

ordered to lay down, and not
lire

move or

Hancock

was

riding

a

gun until ordered. Gen.
in front of us all the time we
a

lying down. Advancing upon us was a
hob* division of Rebs. Massed in solid column

were
w

they

coming straight for us. W e were not
to move until the front of the
rebel
division was within nearly 20 feet of us; then
Gen 1 Hancock gave the order,
‘Riseandgive them
1—1, (every old soldier knows what a man the
Gcn’l was to swear which we did to the entire
were

allowed

satisfaction of the

Rebs, for they stopped very
privilege of tiring twice, then
shot in the head and laid out, but not long. I

suddenly.
was

I had the

g« t up and about as soon as 1 was on my feet I
reived a shot in my right wrist that finished
tor the tight, but the
Regiment stood their
lor<5

or

7

re.
me

ground
rounds, when the Rebs gave way and the

boy- went after them with lixcd bayonet and
captured some prisoners and took several pieces
ot artillery that the 11th Corps lost earlier in the
N• w, Col. Fogler and Col. Ibath wake
day
up
and tell the people w hat you know about the
good

oi l 19tu Maine Vol-.
any of the boys that
'I ours Kespt.,

Arraignment.

Yesterday attention

vva- eallc
to tin arraigntin* President's chosen dispenser and
recipient of patronage in New Hampshire by a

I should 1 ik«*

to

hear from

better than lean.
.i. |.. Rl J.THKN.

can write

to. C. 19th Maine Vols.

ment of

la

ic, I’a., sept.

'b'-'

1>>7.

.»,

News
1'

i-

of

the

iea'lc

a

Granges.
from the Lecture Dl-

of tie

National (.range, 1’nf II.
•!;
of Husbandry stands to,t can -pc:d. with no uncertain
da;
sound,
1
of «-\pertence. all ex perl
by two;.!;.
'''
•;
1 "i
W"’.'k-, alw ay i• tin* van of pro.
bo a ring the
proud honor of having tir«t conre: oil the various reforms which are to
lev ate,
i»uiy agrienlture, ! at the indii-trml clas.-cs ,.f
*bf land and works. Who taught the American
people an 1 their npre-entativc- m < oiigre-s, that
“d:e ereatu
ilwavs H
t«* the ( rea
I T." and after
y ear- of lai.or -> educated the pee
1
.il
l their n pro-entatives, that it berime possi!
t" !’ i-- t!-« o.ea-urc known a- llie Interstate
• oiumcice Rdi.
T’his bill i- a glorious triumph
’our «»rdt r •. n<t a *. iet.-ry fm the Ameriean
|.
w P! be up lerst.I that there
!■*•■•;111,• "cm e:or!h
ean he no capitalize.| p-.vvf r in this
repuhlie great
■•!• inot c pov. erfui than the
people. If this were
,vi rk tlie Grange cver did, it is worth all
Cme ind money spent in nia in’.lining the >r
1 *i fin Gran.
is not an organization work
a !»■e-e ! lea.
I f VV e -hr .! I •! attempt to r-u.ilt
:;<• gt
tiling- ihe Grange lias alrcauy d uie, thev
ale ni -ie
lam the hairs .,f
ur head.* shoal.i vv»•
•'■ek for a tin,, when its inline.u-e air power will
eea-e and tin re l-e no more work
for it to do, we
dial! -eek ;n vain a- i.-ng a then* is an husbandman
ill ib
-it. era harvest to be .aru red in. Ilovv
bopctu: the ulare of agriculture looks, and how
-ate tl.i- gloivu.- Repuhlie.
When 1 think tic*
guardianthe form
and tin* owners of the lat
lerare iinit na ea-t, wc-t, ic-rth and south, meet
;ug week.y on hill, dale, by prairie and river idc,
thous..nd(.range hall-,ealmlvdeliberating
apon '|U.,-tions .a only affecting tin m-elvi s, l.m
'|Ui,-iiou- \\ b; h w ill dciermine the weal or vvoc of
l*’c* i; -lirrbi'is, how we should 1< vc the
Grange,
work for- it. trv to induce every eligible
person to
•'!:>•
a
mber. and thus tncVea c
power and
tt-endu,;!>.«>. Rowan, Waido County, Me.
l'

utiic ;,t

!:

"f Pair

'a m re

A.hnir.Ltration organ, .» dm K.
i'-.‘ill'terai. w b« lias r« meimcd < b cm: nism, makes tin : dh-wing terrible arraigunn ut
of (iorman and ring methods and creatures in
mor*

to

Woodbury

party organ, which made charge- <*f the abuse
Henry George was called as a juror in Par! j of Federal position and influence to promote
Three of the City Court, New York, on Mon- pi rsonal interest and to drive In--hating i5 n
day last. He failed to answer when called, and oerats in the Legislature into the support of
has not since appeared. Judge Brown lias lined
these interest.-. In a r« cut issue of tin- lialbhim $100 for hi> disregard of the law.
was

him

live—the old home of Obed Drew—was planthen Obed w as a child to mark the four corn-

now

I Sits.

A Terrible

Old

The elm tree that stands high on the hill in Morrill where Ephraim Howe ami Israel

rrn sending us the following editorial from
the Denver, Colorado. Republican of Sept, olh,
a Maine man says: “Do y« u doubt Colorado's
loyalty to Blaine P’]
In the current number of the North American Review appears the first of a series ot papers on “lVsible Presidents,” the design being
to print from friendly pens articles touching
the character and title s- of lie n of both parties wiio are commonly regarded as good Presidential timber.
By common cons*, nt, it would seem, Janies
(i. Blaine is given the tirst place, for the initial
article treats of his qualities as a statesman,
iiis services to bis country and hi- eminent title -s for the Presidency.
We regret that it is published unonvmousiy.
Tile author of so intelligent a character study
and so masterful a piece of literary work should
he known.
It i- unquestionably the strongest
composition of the kind that has appeared in
any of the magazines or revii \vs of either eontin* nt for a long time. It fairly palpitates with
nervous force.
But we do not doubt that it will be violently
attacked by Mr. Blaine's enomie-. It will probably goad a eivat many of them almost to madness, for the fads and the logic which it presents to .-how why he is the leading candidate
and why he would make a better President
than any other man known to polities are unanswerable upon fair and honorable grounds
of controversy. They w ill attempt to an.-wer
it with the same old caiumni*-the gray-haired chestnuts of scandal which have been their
dock in trade for years past. But who will
listen to them?
There is a ground .-wed of popular admiration and enthusiasm for Blaine that will drown
the dwarf- who are frantically waving it hack
if they do not speedily gel out of it- way. The
popular wave which got its tirst momentum in
ls7<> has been swelling in volume and gaining
in force despite the breakwaters that have been
thrown in its way, and there is no conspiracy,
no visitation of chance that can prevent it from
ultimately landing James <;. Blaine in the While
House.
He has been compared to Henry Clay. The
comparison i- a strong one so far as it applies
to the intense patriotism and acute, far seeing
statesmanship of the tvv.* men. But it is aii
idle superstition unworthy ot any man qualified to discu-s statesman-hip or compare statesmen to say that because Blaine i- like Clay in
character and ability he will also fail, as Henry
Play did. to become President, though like
Play tlir popular idol. The same line of reasoning would prove that because an unknown lawy< r in New York w as by chance made Piv-ident. any unknown lawyer in New York can
win the prize in the same way. One proposition is as absurd as the other.and they are both
too silly to be considered seriously.
There is no other man in public life whom
the people love. Sherman and Kdmuuds are
admired for their talent: Cleveland is respected because he i- honest, and others are regarded with favor for a variety of reasons, but not
one of them possesses the warm, sympathetic
love of the masses which i- so freely accorded
to Mr. Blaine.
And it N not merely a sentiment. There is a reason for it—an active force
behind it, that makes its expression a logical
sequence.
As i- eloquently *hown by the author ol’ the
article in the North American, the explanation
of the popular love for Blaine* i- to he found in
the fact that the embodies the ideas and aspirations of all Amerieons who are proud of their
country, and whose hearts heat with a patriotic
desire to see it powerful and respected among
the nations of the world. They do not love
him because his name i< Blaine, nor because Incomes from Maine, nor because lie is a great
man. It is because there is a bond of sympathy
between them; because he comprehends a> no
other man dees the aspirations and character
of the American people; because lie instinctively knows their ambitions, and because In* is
aide to give clear expression to the sentiments
which they feel strongly hut can give no definite outward form.
The growing conviction that the President of
the I'nitcd States should he a statesman helps
Blaine. The desire for a closer bond of sympathy between tho people and tin* chief executive of a country where all men are equal helps
Blaine. Can the scheming and envious underlings who would ruin where they cannot rule a
second time defeat a man who would make
such a President ?
We think not. The strength and tin* purposes of his enemies are better understood today than they were three years ago. A" rowhimtUnn of /t/rfc <ui'l h/hni run drf-ut him in

chusetts for State aid.

Clark Bourse of the Superior Court in New
York did well in refusing preliminary naturalization papers to Anarchist Most.. If we cannot
shut these follows out as immigrants, at least
we can decline to make then; citzens.

the
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that city:
Pension Commissioner Black lias signed the
••And now, f r
a
tine pn.-t, you have
01
Illinois,
of
Gov.
certificate
Oglesby
pension
been the apol.-gist, open or silent, for the nm*?
under the Mexican Pension law based i:u '.*•*
*.ci
kn v
tb.it the eity
the Governor's service in the Mexican war and j disgraceful regime
Fltjcii-m after -Icctioo !.a- been carried by 1 »:s••.
on the fact of liis being over (12 years old.
timed fraud. Via* city’s pay roll is -gradually
'i'li.' liquor manufacturers, «!■ ulers and -a- j a^-itnilating to ih
,.'di ; .- rd*. Mm h r. punloon keepers ini hieago, numbering loop voters, ami simple, i- n.-< ugni/.e ! a- a political servbv
he
both National. State and
t<>
reward*
d
ill
their'•olid
view
of
a
gixing
are organizing with
j M unit i
pa! appoint men is in tin- ; er.-on- «»f t ru-i,
support to the party which will infer them tla*
most for it. They claim to control 20,000 votes, j Bu-ey, Buehi.einier. Koenig, ihirln
Kennedy
and t ioodrieli! Think of tiie li*t 1 -ia. n murderdl. who ha\<
The liquor men seem to be alarmed by the ers! A host of other* kn-.-wn to
not taken life, hut only tried it- 1
-Owen-.
canvass now making for the’prohibition amendThe National Protective < arler, *Buteh' Murphy. Mike Murphy and a
ment in Tennessee.
our eity,
Association of Distillers an l Wholesale Whis- long line—swell the roll and. di-giu
key Dealers lias been in session at Cincinnati A murder is planned, and < arri -d t.u; with sensational deliberation, iuen iy
'p-pa boil in an
to devise means for fighting the amendment. It
The •party’ -how* it- band
is announced that $15,900 is to be raised at once iniportaiit ward.
in the attempt t'-g-.-t rid of the Mate’.* witness,
and sent into the State.
made b\ a man high m i eoiin.M !*. Nineteen
An American lady, who saw the ox-Emprcss men of criminal record draw pay from tin-city
Eugenie at Amsterdam, says >h h: i grown for their activities in one ward. Twi n do**
very stout and infirm, and lias io-t every ves- (i •: v. Lloyd allow the ballot. bo,\e- of this I
tige of her once dazzling beauty. Shu is Mibje t to lie looted, and. b*. >j*ile of ilie scan kil, ha* a
third time relu*<-d minority in-pre-t n atioii n.i
to attacks of insomnia, during which >iie will -it
the whole night through before the portrait of ; tin- board, Ilis siipervisors twit-*- :i!l the polland
these
attacks
the Prince Imperial,
usually j ing places Wit b jlldgi from tie er\ :;rn >!' theterminate in tits of weeping and acute hysteria. I earth—men whose nleaehed face* tell you, a*
are of
you look in the polling places, that
Translc;
in Krai i Mate.
The announcement that a cure for consump- the class wli > *1- ep by da and not by nighttion had been discovered had hardly reached the the spawn of the brothel- and *m:d! gambling
The follow dig are the trjtnfers in real e.-tatc. :«
people of remote locations before we are in- ileus tho city.
Waldo < oimty, for the week ending
Sept. goth.
11 may be doubled if ever before such s\\v< j
formed that the remedy—sulphureted hydrogen
Jopu (■ Rrovvn, Liberty, to I'lmer Turner, same
—has proved ineffectual in all the eases to which ing charges of crime were mu le against political
it has been administered. It improves the con- managers b\ a man of their own party. “FVe- town. Nclih* Rinniugliam A ul-., Rangor, to
turn after election ha> been carried b\ bareTlioma- R. Follcy, Minnesota. John F.
dition of tiie patient for a while, but soon loses
Dyer,
faced fraud’*- -what a charge! "The city’s pay ; Rumbam. to (diaries I
its power overthe system, and the disease shows
Sherman, same town.
roll i* irraduaily assimilating to the police recitself with renewed vigor.
Manley FIlingw nod, Winterport, to Geo. I*. Ward,
ords’’—was the elevation of tie criminal eleThorndike. Ruf('. Ford, M- ntville, to
ment in politics ever more tersely expressed?
Stephen
“Murder, pure and simple, is recognized as a j (•. Ragley. same town, George Holmes, Frankfort,
Literary News and Notes.
rewarded
in
both Xu- j to Mary F. Mayo, same town. K-tate Jeremiah
political service to be
tional, State and Municipal appointment*"— Hillman, Troy to Daniel (ietehell, same town.
The Forum for October will contain articles which charge is followed hv the names of >evt n
Abigail M. Hanson, Palermo, to \lden Turner,
by Speaker Carlisle, Bishop Huntington. Con- persons win* arc hoiding positions under the same
town. F. D. II dt, California, to J. W. Ho t
Democratic regime in Baltimore. “Murder is
gressman Kelley, General Lord Wolseley, Prof,
and carried out t«* stop a holt in an im- same state. Charles Lane, Frankfort, to J. 1>.
lluiginn, Jeanette L. Gilder, Prof. Lesley, planned ward’’—is if
possible that such things Kingsbury, same town. Robert Morrill, Troy, to
Richard A. Proctor, and Alice Wellington portant
No wonder that (Jeorge William Cur- Haliett 1>.
can he?
Illume, Lewiston. Fdmund J. Murch.
Rollings.
tis, in Harper’s Weekly, mildly inquires why
is that President Cleveland lias held up the liangor, to Fred F. Perkins, Winterport. and Man
Golden Days is one of the best and most in- it
ley F lingwood, same town. Susan ( Mathews,
faction in Maryland which “has been identified
teresting weeklies published for the young with corruption, violence and crime.’’
Relfa-t, to Julia G. MeKeen, same town. William
To-da\ Senator (Jorman maintains this cor- A. Morrill, Relinoiit, to Fred A. Morrill, same
people. It is only £3 per year and when it is
in
violent
because
Maryland
power
ruptand
town. Fred F. Perkins, Winterport, to
once introduced into a family circle there is
Manley
Mr. Cleveland has made him the dispenser of
nothing that can even cause it to he discon- Federal patronage in that State. But for this FUingwood, same town. Hiram Pattee, Monroe,
to 1
tinued. It is neatly printed, handsomely il- recognition, .“senator (iorman would have been
lirajn Pattee, Jr., same town. Walter H.
lustrated and tilled with the*most interesting driven from power more than a year ago. All Riehard-f, Re Hast, to Fdith G. Heal. Lincolnv ille.
reading for the young folks, hut the parents these facts have been placed before the Presi- Augustins Stevens, Ti'oy, to Nathl. F. Weymouth,
often steal its perusal before turning it over to dent time and time again and yet he has per- same t.eJvn. Alden
Turner, Palermo, to Ralph M.
mitted Senator (iorman to dictate more aptheir children. It is now publishing its eighth
same town.
Nathl. L. Weymouth, Troy,
volume. The seventh is now ready and is :i
pointments than any other Democratic leader. Turner,
'Pilose who are still laboring under the delu- to David L. Knowles, same town.
magnificent hook of <s37 pages; a perfect mine
of every thing that will interest the young, su- sion that Mr. Cleveland is a reformer, and is
perbly illustrated, containing over 400 finely better then his party, would <!<> well to ponder
Mount Desert Correspondence.
executed engravings and making the most at- tin* charges of a Maryland Democrat as sustained by the testimony of a large number of
tractive hook of the season.
Sot in Wkst IIauugk, Sept. 19th, lss7. j’rof. L.
prominent citizens of Maryland. The PresiEdward Eggleston will furnish a novel to llu* dent must be judged by the men upon whom he C. Rate nan lias been delivering some very interconfers the greatest favors. They are such
esting nd instructive lectures on Phrenology the
coming volume of The Century. It Is ten years men as Senator
(iorman, ex-Sennt’or Barnum pa-t w (ek at Tremont Hall. The Professor has
since “Roxy” appeared in that magazine. Dur- of Connecticut and Hon. Frank Jones of
had crowded houses every night and all
speak in
The Hoosier New Hampshire. Did any one e ver hear them
ing this period the author of
reformers? [Boston .Joruuul. highest praise of his lectures.
called
civil
service
written
no
fiction
Schoolmaster” has
except
A got tl deal of building is to he clone here tuts
two or three short stories. But, tempted by the
kill. N rs. Dr. Foulton of Fllsworth has her cellar
St.
The
Lucie.
dramatic possibilities ot a popmar version of a
nearly ready for the sills for a new cottage. Mr.
trial in which Abraham Lincoln was a chief
The barkentine St. Lucie, which came into Jacob Walls has a cellar ready for a cottage. Mr.
his
to
now
returned
Mr.
actor,
Eggleston has
Tower las the lumber on the spot for his new
paint
port on the 23d instant, was built at Bowdoinold field and written a new novel of Western
shop. Mr. Albert Freeman has his house well adlife entitled “The Graysons, a Story of Illinois.” ham, Maine, in 1874, and is owned by Messrs.
vanced
Mr.
A.
\\
of
Rost
Ree,
has
his
new
bv
humorous
is
said
on,
to
be
marked
The story
J. W. El well & Co., of New York. The vessel
cottage tip and boarded.
character-drawing, strong, and exciting situa33
9
is
152
feet
over
feet
inches
and
all,
beam,
The Steamer Florence w ill be taken from lit r
tions, and a sympathetic understanding of the
The novel 19 feet 3 inches depth of bold. Her average route about Oct. 1st, and has been
country and people described.
chartered by
was written before any part of the life of Linis
about
ten
knots
hour
with
a
speed
per
good Steuben parties to run between Rar Harbor ami
coln, by Messrs. Nieo’lav and Hay, had been
wind. She is built of oak, hackmatack, and
West Gouldshoro anti Winter Harbor.
Capt. W.
published, and the appearance at this time of hard pine, and is copper and iron fastened.
Mr. Lincoln as an important auxiliary char- She has been running from New York to the H. Parker is to command her.
acter in a work of fiction is a pure coincidence.
west coast of South America, returning to
Eastern ports with nitrate of soda. She has
A (iimdrn Man In C'hlll.
made eleven voyages to South America and one
The keeper of a leading hotel at Saratoga to Honolulu. This is the
sixth voycaptain’s
(
apt. Edwin 1. Amesbury, master f Ship Jennie
says he gets very tired of hotel fare at times. age in the St. Lucie, and the first one anything
Harkness of Camden, related to us the other day
“Once in a while,” he says, “1 go and hunt up out of the usual line has
happened to her.
my steward or some other employe who has
When a huge sea curried away the jibboom the following incident: While his ship was at
in March last, lie met an English
his family with him in the village, and I say, and
the steering gear, the vessel Iqiiiqueq Chili, chandler
damaged
ship
by the name of Charlie
‘May l go to your house to dinner to-day T I would not lay to or steer well, she being out of speaking
Hobson,
"lie
inquired about Captain A’s
corned
beef
caband
go there, and as I eat the
trim. When 25 tons of the cargo, miscellane- and where she was built, on Vicing informed ship
that
the
wife
or
whatever
or
Irish
stew,
puts
bage
ous
merchandise, were jettisoned, tin* vessel she was built in 1 arleton, Norwood A Co’s, ship
before me, I think I never tasted food so good. was
put in proper trim and she behaved well. vard at Kockport in this town, lie said, "Well. 1
all
meals
at
the
hotel
for
a
After that I eat
my
Besides carrying away the jibboom and damag- was horn in a house in that vcrv ship\ aid. I came
while, and then I hunt up another old-fashion- aging the steering gear, the starboard bulwarks, out here 30 years ago in the Tiark Bertha’ commanded by Cant. Chandler C. Smart, and yours is
ed dish in some simple little home.”
about midships, were stove in by a heavy sea.
tin* first, vessel from Kockport that I have seen
Not long since a Journal representative No further accident than those already enum- here.” “1 cannot recall
any family of that name,”
said ( apt. A. "Well, 1 shipped as ‘Charlie Hobfound the proprietor of a Maine hotel, which erated occurred during the passage. The St.
Lucie is docked at Brewer’s wharf.
son,” said he. “My name was Charlie Metcalf and
[From
for
the
excellence of its table, seated The Honolulu
is famous
I was son of Oliver Metcalf.” Mr. Hobson’s-wife
Daily Bulletin of Aug. 25th.
isaChillian who does not speak English, but he
on the veranda with a smoked alewive in one
and his children speak English very lluentlv.
hand and the other filled with crackers, and
A statement that Dr. McClynn’s case is to he Captain Amsbury says the gentleman is a prosperthe boniface was partaking of the two with reopened at Rome, in consequence of his hav- ous man with a pleasant family, and that they visitbeen excommunicated without a hearing, ed his vessel while there. )Camden Herald.
evident relish. “Is this the way they treat ing
has caused considerable excitement. Hi* counyou?” enquired the Journal man. “Yes,” was sel. Itev. Dr. Burtsell, is non-committal; FathSdlnton’M Rward.
the reply, “and do you know I’d rather have er Lnvelle says he does not believe it; the Doctor’s friends say he will lose his prestige if he
Poor John Swlnton Is disgusted with his efforts
this fare than the best that could be set forth
goes back to hisVhureh. and the Doctor himcause of labor with a paper at $•> per
ou my table.” Every one to their taste, as the
self admits that the main points of the storv to serve
year, invariably In advance. He entered that ser
old woman said when she kissed the cow, hut are true.
vice in alsuit of >ilk under-clothes and a brownthe scribe declined the proffered bite of alestone hoihse, obese with hope and a bank account.
In 1841 23,000,000 Britishers used 23,000,000 He
quitsiln cheap lodgings, and dresses in polewive and cracker and started for the dining
pounds of tobacco. Now 37,000,000 use 53,000,- davy ami rum-swizzle, while his bank account
is
000 pounds.
room at the first tap of the bell.
brief as an elk’s tail. [Alta California.
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Half tiic battle for the America’s cup was
won Tuesday,when the Volunteer defeated the

THE

Thistle 19 minutes. 23 3-4 seconds

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

mile

CHARLES A. riLSRL'RY.Editor.

to

A

Page

of the >'cw York Yacht Club.

generally understood that the Thi.-tle
be feared in a light breeze. Tuesday's

has shown
more than

Yinalliaven,

that Should be Turned Oat—not

Over.

It was Believed By many at the time the internal revenue districts of Maine and New I lampshire were consolidated, with headquarters ot
the collector at Portsmouth, X. II., that the
object in view was to defeat the amended prohibitory laws of this Slate which make the

1

It
was
race

that

unteer was admirably handled by (’apt. Hoff
and “Joe" Ellsworth, beating her rival IT minutes, 35 seconds. From here to Sandy Hook
lightship, 10 3-4 miles, both laid their courses
with the wind, at times a point full. The

house is to ha\ e all the modem improvements. A
veranda ten feet wide will extend across the front
and

one

feet

high

end, and there will be
at the northeast

a

corner.

sixty-five
kitchen 20 by

tower
A

story high will be built in the rear
The residence of the late Gov. Crosby will be converted into a wing to the hotel if desired, ami another wing on the Franklin street end will extend
towards the residence of Thomas W. Pitcher. It

*21 feet and

j

as a

|

enterprise,

high, with a mansard roof. Such a building will
give 57 sleeping rooms above the first story. The

Thistle was beaten 2 minutes, 21 second-.
“payment of the United states special
! lbu k to Southwest Lightship it was a “reach,"
liquor seller** j'i'iuw. fbcie evidence of selling. j from there to the finish, dead before the wind,
Although the U. S. laws require the collector I the Thistle gaining 1 minute, 20 1-2 seconds. It
to post in :. conspicuous place in his otiice a was a
not a race. Amid
tax

who is interested in the

present. Mr. A. C. Sibley was made chairman of the meeting and R. G.
Dyer, secretary. A
drawing was submitted that gave a general Idea
of the proposed building. The site is to be the
Crosby lot above the post office. The hotel is to be
about 120 f. l long, 40 feet wide, and three stories

the Volunteer is
a match for her.
The first eleven
miles from the st:irt. off buoy IS to southwest
spit, was all windward work, in light, variable
breezes, against a llood tide. In this the Vol-

conclusively

Prospect Cattle Show

was

the 3S

was

DYER. Local Editor.

HCSSLLI.

course

o\ -l*

Hotel.

subscribers to the stock of the new hotel to
be erected in Belfast met at the city government
rooms Monday evening. Mr. E. 1*. Walker, of
The

Tin: scotch thistle kkixgs up the pear
OF THE PROCESSION.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER ill, lss7.
PUBLISHED

Belfast’s New

Victorious Volunteer.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

one

i> believed that such

a

building

can

be erected for

*l!s(00, unfurnished and exclusive of the land.
The capital stock of the company is fixed at $30,ooo, which

procession,

sum

will build and furnish the house.

deafening Mr.
Lovejoy oflVis as rent for five years a sum
cheer- and a chorus of whistle-, accompanied
equal to seven per cent, on the capital stock, and
5(H)
vessels,
the
Boston
sloop swept will furnish the house above the first story. The
by nearly
majestically down to the finish at buoy 15, bc- company will furnish the dining room tables,
tween two long line-, reaching from buoy K» to chairs, office furniture, ranges, etc. It is proposed
the narrows. The finish was a sight to be re- t<> go to work immediately and get the building
covered this fall, so that It may be finished in seanu mbered.
The greeting given to (b n. I’aim
hi- “.-kipper" and crew, was hearty. Follow- son for next summer’s business. Col. R. Chenery,
Calvin Hervey and N. F. Houston were made an
ing is the tabic:

li-t of the person- paying such taxes. Collec- •
Page ha- not only refused to do so. but to !
allow access to his records. This was brought
to the attention of Internal Revenue Commis;
sioner Miller by the Maine Congressional dele- i
gation and he assured them that i: the collector I
did not prepare and po-t such a list as the
j
law requires the proper remedy would be apto
were
set-t
Name.
start.
plied. But if such instructionMr. Page lie stiii tie: lines to obey the law- and Volunteer. ..i2..’51.f»s,4

tor

hi- superior officer, and persistently refuses to
allow Maine citizens to examine the list of
thosi who arc paying sj » eial taxes in the '-date
The late-t application for
a- liquor dealers.
made by ltev.
]>avid AV. Lel.i. heur. pa-tor of the Vaughn
street Metlie list Church. Portland, and Rev.
Israel Luce, another Methodist clergyman belonging in South Berwick. The two went in

inspection

an

ol'

the !i"t

was

company t Portsmouth on their mission, and I
from Mr. Lelaeheur's lip- a Boston Herald
la presentative was furnished with an account
of their interview with the collector, as fellows :
AAV called lir.-t at Mr. Page's office, and
found only hi- deputy there. AVe asked to see j
the list, and lie informed m that lie had no authority, except from Mr. Page, to show it. He
told us where Mr. Page's lawr office was, and
AVe asked him
we went there and found him.
to let us set* the list, and he inquired tin* reason.
Mr. Luce r* plied: “I w i-h to know who
.ii
hoi ling tax receipts in South Berwick for
the sale of intoxicating liquors, that 1 may. if
possible, procure their prosecution." Mr. Pag*
a: otiei
Vclined to show Mr. Luci the* list. I
then as
Mr. Page to let me examine the
list, w ith
lesign of prosecution, but declined to give my motive lor w ishing to see it. Mr.
Page refused t» answer whether 1 could see it
or not. but referr d u- to his deput y at the office.
AVe returned to he office and consulted with
the deputy, who -tiil in-isted that he had no
authority to -how the list except from Mr.
Page. AV. then retraced our steps to Mr.
Page's law office, and again a-ked to sec the
list and get his linal answer. In this interview*
Mr. Page seemed ino>t excited and u-cd language unbecoming a gentleman, -m b a- “you
i
have not acted the part of an hom -t man.'*
w as called a “liar*' and a“ badgering Hut'•liman.*’
1 then submitted the following question to Mr.
Page in writing : **Will you .-how me the li-t
of name- who have paid X nil* d States taxes i:i
Portland. 1 do not Want it with reference to
prosecution/* Mr. Page answered : “1 believe
you lie: you cannot si a the record at all.** Al- j
ter Mr. Page declined to show the li-t. he s:;j I
it was in use. AVe immediately went back to
the collector*.- office and asked the deputy,
who was sitting at the table, if the list was in
use.
He replied that it wa- not. AVe asked
He said it was. but
him if it was in the office.
lie* also remarklie w as not the keeper of it.
ed that lie was not sure he had seen it for
about two years.
Thus it appears that t oilector Page not only
■

«

refu.-e.- to obey the laws, but i- abusive to
those who ask to sec the records. The Kennebec »lournal well say- in this connection : “It
now seems to be the duty of Commi-sioner
Miller to apply tile remedy .-in*v he has informed our < ongres-iicud d« legation lie would.

Surely, Mr. Page having been called upon to
former conduct, and having been instructed regarding hi- duties, by so gro.-s and
stubborn a dereliction of duty cannot be retained in a public otliee which is so important

explain

as this.
The demand now made for his removal is justified beyond dispute and we trust
lii> ease will be attended to. even for the simple fact that li< refuses to perform his duties."

The Prog. Age. a recent convert t" water,
regardless of its purity, grossly misreprcM ntthe Journal in an.editorial item pubii.-ln-d last
week.

When the Journal

ad\

was

atinu

a

supply for thi- city the Prog. Age was
throwing cold water on what had coin; to lie
a necessity.
Pure water and pleutx of it. on
just and equitable terms, was what the J >urwater

nal advocated, and it had no choice as to who
should do tlie work. pr< vided only that they
A- aM
were competent and responsible men.
know lie tv were suspicious circiimstan '-'s attending the giving out of the contract and the
suspieions then aroused were strengthened
when later an cx-Mayor made the water company a factor in our city election, and sought
to inllueiice voters by
promises of various
••jobs’’ in connection with the work.
We have not -ought to injmv tin uater combecause they have been on
pany “mere]}

.-peaking term- v, ith s"'ne of our leading Taxpayers,” but in c ommon with the great majority of our citizen*, ami *f the probable customers of the water company, have regretted
that they placed themselves under ii thieiices
which hod', evil both to the city and to the
company. As to the locality chosen for a
reservoir Prof. < 'armicliaTs report i- far more
damaging than anythin, that has been said in

thi- paper, trad it lemain- to be seen whether
tic- rcniedk- he suggested arc used, or prove
successful. In Exeter. X. II. the same condition of affairs apprehended here prevails to-

da} and the
use

water has been declared unfit for
b\ the local board of health.

The promptings of the cx-Mayor are plainly
seen in thi- attempt of the Prog. Age to de-cry
hone-t ciitici.-in in tin interest of tin*

commun-

ity. Hi- connection with tin* company i- alone
sutlic ient to‘ cause it to be subjected to strict
sc
rutiny ami to demand watchfulness on the
part of tin city authorities. The contract calls
fur an ample supply of water that •‘shall at
all time- be pure and wholesome." ami if our
city government accepts of anything less it
will fail in its duty.
The late Republican, but now assistant Democrat, who is eanvas-ing tlie county in tlie interest of tlie rum organ published in this city
does not litid his work altogether pleasant.
When he importuned one temperance lady to
put her name on the list she promptly replied:
"1 don't want to subscribe for file rum organ.” The canvasser said that it was not so
considered, when tlie lady rejoined that she
did not believe there was a rtmiseiier sober
enough to tell tlie truth but that would say the
paper ill question was their organ. She knew
what she was talking about, and the great I.
31. moved on.
In the Superior Court at Augusta Sept. 21st,
Hums the seller of imported liquor in original
packages was found guilty of keeping a nuisance.
After tlie charge by Judge Wliitehousc
the jury returned in three minutes a verdict of
guilty. Defendant’s counsel will take the case
to the ’vaw Court of the State and to the SuD
preme Court at Washington if necessary.
will no douM be necessary, and it may well lie
doubted whether Burns will gain anything except in the way of expense by
Federal Court.
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and

gala day
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News of Belfast and

Prospect.

The high wind and storm of
have to pass for the line gale
at all severe in this vicinity.

Vicinity.

The days and nights are now equal in length.
The present moon iskuown a ; the Harvest Moon.

The event of the year came then In the Cattle
Show and Fair of South Branch Grange, with the
co-operation of the farmers of Prospect, Stockton,
Frankfort and Searsport. The attendance was
lftlge, making the little village appear quite populous for the time. The exhibition in the Hall, in
the Ladies’ department was good.
The useful

in this

jail has been removed to
Dolloff’s, keeper of the Marine hospital

city.

and

worthy

A gang of workmen
the railroad yard in the

special mention, but for want of
time and space we are unable to specify. The
fielil crops were of better size and quality than
we

have

usually

8l»6\v of stock
were
on

large

the
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Among the number
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our
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excellent.

number of
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ford and
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Belfast

Here-

Herbert
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sided ami well matched Hereford
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ever seen
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some
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eat that will
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l’ussy

is
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case
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liquor,
Saturday

William Barton, in Hall’s granite yard, in
this city, was injured last week while loading stone
on

fora

express
party
town. It was marked “From M.

in

New

the

hay is coming

neighboring
Burns, Augusta,
quantities.

care to buy hay pressed before Ocprice paid is about the same as last
year—from $ln to £12 per ton for the best.
Capt. James McKeen, of this city, has bought
the Simeon Heath held of eleven acres lying be-

fast

The

tween Waldo

avenue

and

the

Mr. Isaac

Dealers do not
tober.

leg was caught
quite severely jammed.

car.

His

between two

reports of large honey crops this

season, two come to us from residents of Clinton
which place that town as one of the
largest lionev
producing towns in the State. John Reynolds reports 1000pounds of comb honey; and C. II. Circely
a total of yiKK) pounds, of which 1C.00
pounds are
extracted, and 2000 lbs. comb. Mr. Circe lev commenced the season last spring with sixty colonies,
and now has eighty-four. [Home Farm.

came

a

to market in small

a

Among

coming to

Importer.”

the best

to

stones and

thrown

original package,

in the

on

Frank Jones will

Mt^

retrieve after the

The cat will fetch

drop it into the hand,

by

fat

ground. C’apt. Ivory Grant of
Buck sport exhibited a very handsome pair of
Drew colts. The Committee of the several departments have awarded the following premiums:
Class 1. Working oxen.—1st, Herbert Black;
2d, Munson George. Fat Oxen—1st, I. F. Gould ;
2d, Geo. Lothrop. 2 yrs. old—1st, Frank Crockett.
3 yrs. old—1st, Wilber
Ridley; 2d, Jerh. Grant.
4 yr. old—1st, Herbert Black;*2d, Cheslev Kuliev.
Matched Oxen—1st, O. B. Gray: 2d, Albert Larraon

relaying sleepers

tlie front.

In the

oxen.

the show

claims

fashion of

Gould,
by
nine head of herd book Am. Jersey C. C. Stock
exhibited by Freeman Partridge. C. If. Partridge
also exhibited a finely built Galloway bull. Mr.
I. F.

were

city last week. The Maine
Central is making preparation for winter.
Mr. Frank Bank.-, of this city, lias raised this
year 3,000 heads of cabbage, for which there is a
ready sale iu the Belfast and Searsport markets.

of

Strout,
brick kiln.

the

play

East pule, has fired up

Si Perkins at the

Belfast

Steam lias been turned into the new heating
apparatus at the Court House, which is found to
work well.

Opera House Oct. 8th.

Nearsport

Monthly collection
day.

Mr. K. F.

Hanson, of this city, has recovered
violent attack of illness, and is again at his

last

Davenport, of Virginia,

week

When

after

an

came

absence of

to Bel-

lifty-seven

boy

he clerked for Mr. James
Mr. Sherburne Sleeper
was the only person in town that Mr.
Davenport
remembered. Fifty-seven years had made nearly
years.
Norris

High street in the upper

on

a

Phoenix Row.

everything l-elutftfe

t<i

the

Fix'd

Local matter of interest will be found

j

on

the first

ball

grounds

will take

when the cow

of

a

as

well.

The Hydrant Fire Co., of Belfast, passed through
here yesterday morning, on their way to the nuts,
ter at Brunswick. There was a large company,
and the men looked well in their red shirts and
firemen’s hats. fWaterville Mail.

true

temperance man, and the true Republican

Much interest is felt here in the contest for the
America’s cup and Tuesday there was a crowd
about the bulletin board in front of the W.

Telegraph
gratifying

ollice.
to

The

Volunteer’s

\

icto: y

f.

was

all.

Bennett & Moulton’s

Opera Company played t"
crowded houses at the Belfast Opera lb*use Mon
day, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, and at a
matinee Wednesday afternoon. It ls4 the best
opera company that lias visited Belfast tor some
time.
The marine

city strange to him

ing

(

boys will give an exhibition

wild horses

apt.

on

the

Mr». Chas. K. Klee will occupy the
house.

Rev. R. l*. Ilarhutt has
of C. C. Hamilton.

cia\<»n

plains.

Mi

Deputy

of

line

family team

*01

Sunday

at

sell. Sallle l*<>n

preaeli

at

3Iodesty

we

should say

arc

completed and

preach morning,
evening at the l iiion Church in

Waldo.
Letters received from Dixlicld say that Mr.
L. Merrill had been ipiite ill and was on lined
his house.

Toes

•L W. Black is
ees>

meeting with unprecedented

in the sail' of western tickets.

on

a

despatch

sent

from New

York to tlie Cincinnati Commercial-Gazette by
son of 3Iurat Halstead, tlie Boston Herald
says: “We advise the father to profit by the
younger eyes and the clearer view of the son.”
The Herald ought to be willing to follow tlie
advice it gives to others. Editor Haskell, of
the Herald, is a mugwump, while his son with
“younger eyes” and a “clearer view,” conducts
that staunch Republican daily the Jliuueapolis
a

Tribune.
The Slassachusetts mugwumps arc not pleasod with Lovering’s nominatiou for Governor
by the Democratic convention and say they
cannot vote for him. Their choice was William
E. Russell the “reform Mayor” of Cambridge.
It was said that the Thistle did not sail faster
iu her trial spin because ter bottom was covered
with barnacles, grass, etc. When she is docked
it is found that “a special preparation or enamel
had kept tlie cutters bottom smooth.”
}

Parsons is the only American of the condemned Anarchists, lie was horn in Alabama
and is an ex-Confcderate.

to

sue

11 *• sold four

the past week

Wentworth, of North Andover, Mass,
Seavsport, his old home, last wick while on
wedding tour.

Thomas I’.
visited
his

Hr. L. Curtis 'n ft lor Ids lr me in Augusta, Ha.,
Tuesday. Tlie doctor’s Health lias much improxid
during his May here.

thaoral Man-

Sell. Wm. Frederick is now hauled out, has been
neighborhood, and will build a house upon the lot
Internal
son,
Ko\enue
at
Terra
Collector
At a recent competitive drill of the Metropolitan
stripped of her metal and will be rcralked and Haute, Indiana,
another year.
Elmer Hodgkins, lineman for the International
bec.
-pent his vacation in Belfast,
l.igl.t Infantry, of Jacksonville, Flu., the plume
executive committee to incorporate the company,
The
Class
2.
selir
Bucki
and
M.
Grade
Stella
F.
Lil
painted.
Cows—I.
has a 1 n w of men at work putting
Charley
and "ii Id..- return to duty discovered a defalFinish.
Time. Orrectol. ;
by, 1st; John
Telephone (
William Baker, of this city, narrowly escaped
was awarded to sergeant William J Hav2d. Grade Hereford—I. F. Gould, 1st and
prize
be
raised.
Libby,
after
whirh
a
committee
will
1
.*>:>.
1*
4."»3.l*
are
building
their
turn
to
haul
n.2s.2m.,
Kenyon
out, and
the lines in condition for w inter.
awaiting
cation to the amount of nearly five thousand dolsuffocation
one night last week.
He
went
to
2d;
Heifer
sleep
bull
1, Galloway
1, Galloway
•>. 12.41 *4
ner, as the most proficient an 1 best drilled subtler. there are other candidates.
1 hist!c...... 12.3ft.tH>
.>.4.>.«>23j a.12 40
A sufficient sum has been subscribed to ensure the j cow 1. Grade
lars by ( barley Ferry, son of .Jame- Fen > the
Hereford heifers—1. F. Gould, 1st with a kerosene lamp burning, and the chimney
i»nc oT the busiest places in tow n now is John
Sergeant Hauler is a Searsport boy, the son of JoSuch a flotilla of steamer* and sailing craft success of the enterprise. All present at the meet- and 2d. Pure blooded Hereford bull from Stock
broke causing the lamp to smoke. When Baker
resident deputy at Fransville, who was appointed
We arc indebted to R. 15. C’apen, of Augusta,
Putnam’s sail loft, when- lie is making sail- f 1
Farm, Belfast—!. F. Gould, 1st. Grade Hereford
seph Hauler. The captain of the company was
It '$ ing were interested and there was but one senti
was never seen before in New York bay.
t > that position by (ien. Manson’s predeees-‘-r.
Maine’s Grand Representative, for the daily jour
0 months old—I. F. Gould, 1st; Grade Call, 1st. was awakened iu the morning he was nearly dead.
• park Moonbeam and sehoomr Lackawana.
presented with a gold-headed walking cane, and
estimated that JO.000 people witnessed the race ment expressed—Belfast needs and must have a s. li. Littlefield, Durham bull, 1. Grade Jersey—
Cen. Munson notified the Commissioner of Inter
There is in the town of Searsmont a couple who
the presentation speech was made by Hon. Jona- nal >>f proceedings of the .Sovereign Grand Lodge
J
W. Black and son, >. A. Prescott, Mi.
0
Arthur
1st
and
2d.
There
was
exHeifers,
llaley
iir-st
class
hotel.
executive
from the deck*. So eager were the captains to
Tuesday evening the
I. O. O. F. at Denver, Col., and to J. A. Gilmore nal Uevenue that lie would pay the amount
hibited by Freeman Partridge 9 head of A. J. C. have been married hi) years and s months. Joshua than C. Greeley, formerly of Palermo.
Mrs. Joseph Nichols, Mrs. I*. >. 11, 1 ]-. >f 1 atn|
and A. J. Condon for Colorado papers, all relating at once. !( is tliouglit that Ferry's bond is good,
give their passengers a good view that they committee submitted the papers for incoiporation, C. stock consisting of 5 cows, Uosaletta 9339, Kenu Bussell, born on Bussell's Island, Islesboro’, is
Mrs. E. 1>. Sheldon arc -pending the week in Boover 5)2 years old, and his wife is over !N».
The old
Iii its report of the 4i!i Maine reunion sit Rock- !
of which notice is given in our advertising .col- 16,752, Rose of Evergreen 20,272,
in which case Hen. M. may not lose anything p<
to the doings of the Sovereign Grand Lodge.
Evergreen Maid gentleman
ran the risk of collision with each other and
is of French descent and was a soldier
ton.
umns.
Pending the fourteen days’ notice the arch- 11,536, Dark Nell and 3 heifers headed by the finely in the war of lsi2, for which he receives a pension hud the Courier Gazette says: “A very pleasing
Turn the rascals out.
sonally.
imand
in
casts
some
marked
shamefully
Pensions have been granted toCharles 1,. Young,
seriously,
young bull purchased last year of Geo.
^
itect’s plans will he made and all preliminary work
( apt W. R.
Blanchard from St. Lambert mid Kurotus strains. of £b a month. lie has a full set of teeth, all sound, incident of the evening w as the conferring of the
tillkcy and family arrived home last
Thoumhkk. Mrs. K. s. dhh and her two
increase, Wint-'rport; George W. Clements, restor
peded the progress of the racers. The wind possible done.
first 11 mornrv membership in the association
Class 3. Best Exhibition of Strength of Oxen while his grandson, who is a man grown, hasn’t a
week. His schooner, the Roger Moore, will take a
upon 1
tooth
in
his
head.
met
with
[ exchange.
quite an accident a few days
—C. K. Nickerson 1st; Geo. K.
was light and variable the lirst of the race but
2d.
j single
•John II. Gordon, of Brooks, and his investiture at ion. Bucksport, Richard Robertson, 1 ■■•-toration. daughters
Lathrop
cargo of ire from the Kennebec for a on’hcrn
Class 5. Farm Stock—I. F. Gould i t; Freereissue and increase, Swanville; David TV, brother ago. while on their way to Jackson. When near
Heal estate iii this city is appreciating in value.
later swung round to the southeast and breezBy Persistent Boring They Struck “Oil.”
w ith the Red Diamond.
The compliment was a
man Partridge 2d.
port.
1
of Harrison Young, Centre Lincolnvillo; John C.
the Fast line of this town in ascending a very steep
The Angler property bought a few years ago for merited
t>.
class
Jsest
Jjwn
for
ed up a little. The Scotchmen admitted that
to
the
one,
Teams—Prospect 1st;
Our George having been persistently imporuntiring exertions and
Notwithstanding the depression of bust no-- !i.
Stockton 2d; Sear
hill, the lmrse stopped and began hacking, overGideon A. Young, Camden, True
3d.
Belmont;
was
Gray,
sold
for
$2,050
Mr.
Charles
sport
$2,.*>00.
liberal
Saturday
never
of
Mr. Gordon have the 4th
tuned by a New York linn that deals in lubricahospitality
they were badly beaten, but said they
Class 7. Bro »d Mare—I. F. Gould 1st; Fd.
1'. Cilley, Brooks.
turning and breaking the carriage and thr-wring Le\ i Trundy i- having a good sale for lumhcr. as
N. Black who recently bought and rebuilt the
Maine
been
indebted to a great extent for the
hoys
saw the Thistle sail so
That may be tors and oil, to try their goods, and having no use Savory 2d. Carriage Horse—H. B. Heagan ]-t:
tin- ladies out. Mrs. Kivh was quite badly hurt,
large numher- of house owners arc making their
Fd. Savory 2d. Three Year Old Colts—F.'
The extension to the Masonic Temple is near\y
Savory liuzcltine store on I’humix Row says he has been i good time had at two separate reunions in the
accounted for as she had never sailed against for the same, replied to them as follows:
fall repairs.
the daugliters escaping with slight injuries. We
1st; W. H. Ginn, 2d. Two Year Old stallion—Fd. offered an advance of $2,000 on the coat of the tow n of Brooks.’’
It
i-^
12
4;*
two
stories
feet,
completed.
by
high, understand
Belfast, Sept. 23, iss7.
the Volunteer. The second trial race is apSavory 1st; 11. B. Heagan 2d. Best Family Horse
they have notified the town and ask h
The Curtis.Wil.-ox dramatic company will pc
and
built
of
brick
with
a handsome iron cornice m
Messrs.-. Your letter of July 2i)th, with —Finery Warden 1st; S. S. Trevett 2d. Best Match- building and repairs.
At a
meeting held Saturday evening No. r> engine
B F. Ward is in falling health and lias
damage
pointed for to-day and will be over the outside price li-t-, etc., enclosed, as also that of Sept. 111th ed Pair of Horses—Capt. Ivorv Grant 1st; Finer'
I■' ff riiui it- at Cnion Hall every evening 1.«• xt
front. There are two Honrs which connect with
Mr. .S. T. Edgeconib, of this]
has
raised
a
voted
to
a
attend
fireman's
were duly re< eived, and the former was not ancompany
city,
unanimously
Warden 2d. Best Two Year‘old Colt—Ed. \V.
been able to do but little bailor for several year-,
course.
week. The price for :vm,ral admission Is only
swered, lor the reason that 1 could not think of Grimlle 1st; o. B. Grav 2d. Best One Year Old new potato for this vicinity known as the Dakota muster at Bath Oot. 4th. The Belfast firemen arc the store of Mr. A. 1*. Mansfield, and who will t*c
lie lost his health in the armv.
fifteen cents.
interest Colt—C. II. Littlefield 1st; A. A. Ginn 2d. Best
anything to write that would
cupythetn. The work was d<uu* under the man
Reds. They are very large and yield well, lb* after another trumpet. The company has chart
hut your last letter seems to indicate that Suckling Colt—Fd. Savory l>t; 1. F. Gould 2d.
Pin>sl*1 cr. C. II. Nickerson Is Improving his
War i* brewing between ex-Speaker Randall you;
exhibited Saturday live of the tubers that weighed eivd steamer May Field and w ill leave Belast at 3.30 agement of Mr. Charles A. Bray.
Capt. Dennis lirilVm, who wa- for six ycars id"bt
CLASS 8. Two Year Old liace—II. B. Heagan g
you really take it to heart that I have not replied,
farm and is to try quite largely seeding down
watchman it the spool factory, wa- during that
Mr. Ralph Howes recently found on the shore
and tin Administration. During an animated and rather than have any hard feelings on your s “Beech wood” 1st; Fd. Savory eh Stallion, 2d. seven pounds and live ounces. lie raised sixty o’clock Tuesday morning arriving at Rockland at
1
I am going to try and answer your last com- Three Year Old
for
this
fall.Mhion
l.arrahec
as
part,
ground
hay
time two consecutive years without sleep at 11i-_rht
blk m
bushels this year and twenty bushels were as 7. A special train will take the company to Bath of the bay below the Howes Cottage, a valise < ->u
discussion of the reported disposition of tin
munication, though 1 am at a loss what to say.
1st.
Races—W. L. Mudgett b g “Grover j
d"iic a good job clearing rocks in hi- ticld this tail.
except ’-ice.
1 have read your two letters very carefully and
President and the low tariff Democrat* to
1st; C. C. Hamilton b g “Ned” 2d. Free for all I large as the samples exhibited. He says they do arriving at 10.30, returning home same day. They taining several old letters and papers. One paper
Charles
I.ittlclleld
hathe
in
have gone through the price list and quotations of Race—Henrv
bought
apples
F I
will leave Bath at their convenience as they have
Whit.com!. had on exhibition at his r,
was a general average statement of the disaster
Chipnian, Fturksport, blk stallion i not rot.
make the ex-Speaker take a back seat in his
vour oils and greases, but for the life of me I can’t
the Burdeen orchard -m the east cant in Ceoj-ge
Gen. Hancock 1st; Capt. 1. T. Park, Searsport, el.
a special.
Tickets for the round trip to those out- to schv. Kntcrpnzo, Capt. Jeremiah M. Knowlton,
Monday in.>rnin" a Swan Lake trout that lie .1 p:.
what way I can use anv of your goods. 1 g “Baby Boy 2d.
Mrs. isirah A., wife of the lat- lion. Benjamin
party, if not run him out <*f it altogether. Mr. see ainvest
and gathered them Saturday
II.
I
di-trier,
builder by trade, and if the 1SS7 style of
am
side the company 82. it is hoped a large number
ured which weighed .*» lbs. II oz. -the l.u"c-' c
on the passage from Calais t*> l'hilad- tplda, in
Class i». Ducks—Edward Partridge 1st. Pigs—
Wiggin, died at Savin Hill, Dorchester, Mass.,
Randall is reported to have assert*. 1 with some vests only had tight lilting sleeves, such as the Freeman
( iiilbrd is shingling and repairing his
w ill
buildings. taken this season.
Partridge 1st.
accompany the boys as tin* trip will be an cn
April, 183S. The document is handsomely gotten
22. Mrs. Wiggin was a native of Belfast, a
Sept.
ladies wear, 1 might run a little of your “Koval
i:head
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m.oie'good ex
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through them, lubricating them
up and well preserved.
A
l»t; Geo. F. Lathrop 2d. Pumpkins—Ivorv daughter of the late .Judge Crosby and a sister of joyablc
-criptioli of tin* bark Si. Lurie, In n; a
hibits at the late fair last week. Prospect extends
e<*uid ruin the present national adi linistration, as to obviate the necessity of using a donkey en- gan
Grant 1st; Arthur Young 2d. Beets—A. A. Ginn the late
E\-Gov. Crosby, and of Mrs. Mary
Honolulu paper, is printed on the first pap- C th
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they
present
year it is expected that all departWhile some of our citizens condemn Sheriff premium
vival off American commerce to be run hand-inAlvin Howard, of West ( amden, died
t vmi»i n
are the distances played by each of the competing
ments will be liberally patronized. All exhibitors Helen Mar, of Providence. The schooner is 218
S. S. Itrown, and Editor llenj. Bunker, of Water
their meeting and many of them accepted the inhand with female restorative bitters, with honors Stevenson for what they consider a
and ill
hasty
tlie Jl-t f lockjaw, from getting his thumb jamnn d
i.i
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American
of
animals
or
will
be
coal
on
the
in
Mrs.
Cain
a
articles must enter them at the sec- ions,
feet, 1I>« ville arrived
Belfast Monday evening.Mr.
vitation.
companies: Citizens, Richmond,
carrying
gave
easy
flag and Patent Medi- judged act in
engaged
very interesting ad
the
at
the
Carmel
shooting
tramp
cine Pinkhani? There is a parallel between our
retary’s office in the building, to entitle them to a bound....Sch. Flora Condon, Capt. French, has inches; Safe Guards, Kenuehunk, 140 feet, 71 and Mrs. Will Dinsmore. of Waterville, were in dress to the children, after which they presented a In a cider press, aged about sixty live years.
coinmerceaud our Pinkham. Lydia is dead—so is
poor house, after an interview with the officer, we
loaded hay and orange box shooks at this port for inches; Niagara, Brunswick, 187 feet, 11 inches;
Belfast last week....Mr. and Mrs. William|PickW vi 1*0
our commerce.
The house and outbuildings of Henry
very pleasing program consisting of music and
Bitter(s) thought! But if the are convinced that lie thinks lie did right; that he premium.
Jacksonville Fla. 3000 bundles of shooks came
The following is the programme.
Excelsior, Auburn, 105 feet, 10 inches; Kenncliec, ering, of Salem, are in Belfast on their annual recitations. The visitors were much pleased with I’atterson, near the Belfast line, were destroyed by
great Lydia’s name (not her picture—we bar that) was not going beyond his authority; that he did
on the stern of our commerce may cause an onnot act from a spirit of revenge, but that, as far as
first Day—9.00 a. m.—Entry and examination over the road from Dexter ...The trial between
Bath, 150 feet, 7 inches; R. II. Cornice, Thomasbm, visit
Willie V. Pratt, of this city, naval cadet at
the manner in which the children conducted their
lire "satunlay afternoon. Mr. I’atterson was in the
ward movement, why then we hail the great res- lie knew, it was a question as to who Bliould shoot
of all stock and animals except trotting horses, the owners of sch. bt. John, of this
city, and the 170 feet, 0 inches; Gen. Bates, Lisbon, 170 feet, 4'i Annapolis, Nd., who spent his vacation at home, work, and went away satisfied that our Temple i- Held at work, but Mrs. I*, was absent. The Itarn
torative hitters cognomen! [The Nautical Gazette.
first, ami lie meant to be first. He was determined brood mares, stallions and colts.
steamer
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takes
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to
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Oct.
last
week
studies
...Mr.
that the scamps should not escape. We hope the
Holme,
inches; Union, Ellsworth,
feet,
place
Boston,
niches; ily
w as about twenty-live feet distant from the house,
10.30 a. m— Drawing of horses and oxen.
doing much good ...Miss Annie It. ( Im.-c was re
affair will arouse the people to a determination to
2.00 p. m.—Trotting of 3-year old colts. Purses: 15. These vessels were in collision off Sandy draut, Belfast, 101 feet, 4>a inches; Jiceln, RanQuimby lias returned from a vacation trip to the ecived into the Methodist (. hureh on >uuda> last but owing to a high wind it took lire and was de
Indlrimeittg In knot County.
rill our Slate of a most pestiferous cluss of vaga- $10 to 1st, $0 to 2nd, $4 to 3d.
of 3-minute Ifook, March 17th.... BrigL. Staples has chartered
Trotting
s
108
White
and
various
other
Mountains,
Boston,
places As she was too feeble to go to the church the -t roved with all the hay cut-on the farm this year.
feet,
inches; Kennebec, Brunswick,
dolph,
bonds. i Waterviilc Mail.
horses. Purses: $25 to 1st, $15 to 2nd, $10 to 3d.
The grand jury at Kocklaud rose Monday afterto load salt at Turk’s Island for Boston.... Brig 210 feet, 0 inches. The
sweepstake was won by ....Miss Maud Milliken has returned home from ceremony was performed at her home by her There were twenty live bushels of potatoes in the
Trotting of 2.40 horses, $50 to 1st, $30 to 2nd, $20 to
noon after a week’s session, and reported the fol3rd.
A.
shooks
at
Boston
Lane
will
load
for
BaYthe
Branch
G. P.
of
a
summer
at
...Dr.
which
Amy
Kennebec,
Brunswick,
Long
The Ban Party.
pleasant
played 210
pastor, Bov. W. Baldwin, in the presence of a house cellar. The furniture in the lower part of
Second Day—9.00 a. m.—Examination of stai
badoes at twenty cents....The following is from feet and 0 inches. The prize won by No. Two is a
lowing partial list of indictments: William Allen
Lombard and family and C. A. Pilsbury and family
few friends.\ dw elling house at White’s Corner the house was saved, but nothing was taken out of
brood
mares
and
colts.
lions,
The
Liquor Dealers’ Association In New York
of South Thoiuaston, for breaking antLcntcring
Island:
“The
the
Turks
soAmcr.
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at
the
Brooks
after
a
three
months
Royal Gazette,
10.00 a. M.—Election of officers.
House,
large gold
trumpet, handsomely trimoccupied by Kverett Bartlett was burned on Fri- the chambers, 'flic lire originated from a defect
the house of Klvlu Stone of St. George, and steal- will organize in the interest of the Democratic
1.30 l*. m.—Trotting of 4-year old colts. Purses :
H.
W.
C.
G.
llichborn
which
med
with
silk
It
their
tassels.
is
a
beautiful
at
on
the
North
Shore.
Brig
Sibley, Capt.
heavy
journ
cottages
They day afternoon with most of its contents. It Is a ive chimney. Mr. Patterson drove a milk team in
ing a gun ami other property therefrom; Dexter party. The President of the association
to 1st, $10 to 2nd, $5 to 3d. Trotting of 2-years
recently $15
arrived hereon the 22d of Aug. in a sadly disabled trophy and was on exhibition fur several (Lays at moved up Saturday, leaving Mr. W. C. Crawford hard ease for Mr. Bartlett as they lose
Clough of Camden for adultery; Fred M. Halcomb
old. Purses: $10 to 1st, $3 to 2nd, $2 to 3d. Crand
nearly all Belfast. He was insured for $(>50, but the loss
of Rockland, for burglarizing the store of spear declared that the organization would not only give
a
encountered
hurricane
in
the
on
the
Bowdoin
which II. E. McDonald’s jewelry store. No. Two has anShore.The
only cottager
sweepstakes. Purses: $100to 1st, $50 to 2nd, $25 condition, having
their furniture and clothing and have no insurance.
must be nearly $1000.
and May; Albeit A. J. Robinson of Rockland, for its time and money to promote the success of to 3d.
she
lost
her
and
the
foremast
head
all
ball
for
the
season
is
not
Democratic party, but the dealer who rcfuscB
above it, jib- other silver trumpet won at a competitive trial a. College
team
coming
The building was owned by Miss 1\. Il.C'roxford
assault oil Augustus S. Carter, with intent to kill
Conditions: The above races arc open to all
to join the association and take a part in the work
left
the
ViN.vi.HAVKX. Samuel Julian, constable, last
Seth Oliver and Mary .J. Oliver, his wife, for burr.
boom,
roadstead on few years ago at Lewiston. The boys are loud in quite made up but it is said .Joseph Williamson, of this village and was partially insured, but not
niaintopmast, etc.,
horses wherever owned, with the exception of
will be boycotted, jlioston Journal.
Ing their dwelling bouse in Warren village, with
purses for colts, which are open to colts owned in Tuesday morning last for Aspinwall in a sea- praise of the treatment received at Brunswick, alL
Jr., wili I to retained on the nine, and J. B. Pendle- nearly enough to cover the loss-The Winterport week captured two dozen bottles of whiskey that
the intent to defraud an insurance company'.
the county only. The above races are to lie mile
worthy condition her topmast and other spars re- the citizens vicing with each other in attentions. ton, ’DO, boili of this city, is prominent among the ‘2nd nine, assisted by some of the 1st nine, went to came over by express. No one has claimed them.
Let the Law Be Enforced.
heats, best 3 in 5, to harness, for all horses older
Mr. Julian will appear before the grand jury at
than 3-years old, 3-years old, best 2 in 3, 4 to enter, placed, the whole of which work was performed The ladies of the Christian Temperance Union
candidates—Mr. and Mrs. ,1. W. Knowlton have
Monroe Saturday afternoon to play ball with the
The Boiled Picnic.
Chap. 128, Sect. 1J of Revised Statutes reads as 3 to start. Entrance fee 10 per cent, of purse, 5 cheaply and expeditiously, especially when the erected a booth and dispensed free lemonade and gone to Augusta and will attend the I'niversalist Monroes. A a inning game was played resulting Boekland in regard to some lobster pots ...The
follows:—
per cent, to accompany nomination. All entries limited facilities of these islands for
Last Saturday the citizens of South Lllierty and
ship work is coffee to the firemen. There was no drtmkcnncs* Sunday School convention in that city-Mr. and in a score of ‘2s to in favor of the Winterports. Volunteer will arrive here this week. Not the
Whoever goes about from place to place In any to close on Sept. 27th, at 7 P. M. The association
vicinity assembled in force to enjoy a “boiled” town, asking for foot! or shelter or subsisting upon reserves the right to postpone any or all of the considered. Fortune we must say favored the or disturbance. When No. Two reached Burn- Mrs. It. It. Walker, of Island Falls, formerly of ....Mr. C. B. llill is sick with pneumonia but it is champion yacht, but a new vessel built at Jones
lie deemed a tramp, ami be im- races on account of bad weather.
Schr. Manitoii
boro for the Granite company
Captain in more ways than one. To obtain suitable ham early Friday morning the machine was dec- Searsport, were in Belfast the first of the week I hoped that he is now on the mending hand.
picnic. About 400 people were present. Several charity, shall
prisoned at hard labor In the State Prison for not
fires were built, and teams loaded with vegetables more
spars from a stranded vessel, with ten days of un- orated with sunflowers, corn stalks, pumpkins and
the guests of Mr. ami Mrs. Geo. T. Osborne. The The many friends of Mrs. Susie Colleen will be has loaded stone for Philadelphia, and the A.
than fifteen months.
A Bad Prospect for Rumsellers.
8ect. 24 of the same chapter reads:—
Miss Fannie 1 sorry to learn that she has had another hemorrhage Norvvcll stone for New York.Mr. F. $. Walls
thronged the grounds. Vegetables of all kinds
I usual line weather to rig them, is better luck than corn brooms. The boys were met on arrival of the
trip was made in their own team
were put in kettles and placed over the flres to
a
A Belfast special of the 25th ult. to the Portland falls to the lot of most men; at the same time there train at Belfast by a large crowd, and with drums
Mayors and selectmen may appoint special conChase and Miss Clara Parsons, of this city, left since her return to Boston. She has been quite has gone to Wntervillc... W. W. Freeman has
cook. A long tabic, at which 300 persons could stables to arrest amt prosecute all
tramps In their Press says: State Constables John W. Mitchell was no lack of hard work as well as
a
anxiety, and the company marched up the street, headed by H, Wednesday morning for a trip to Moosehead sick, but at last accounts was somewhat improved. very promising colt ...George GinnQwill lmlld
easily l>e seated, was spread, ami at about 2 o’clock respective municipalities.
and Partridge have been active since their ap- it required an experienced and hard working -nan J. Locke bearing the silver trumpet. Mr. Peter F.
dinner was served. Mr. Setli Overlook acted as
Lake-Mrs. and Miss Cutter have gone to Wash* ....Miss Hannah McCormick is sick with typhoid hennery on Green’s Island, and will put 500 chick
several
toast-master, and 8|>eeches were made
last spring, ami are busy collecting like Capt. llichborn to accomplish successfully Welch, foreman, was beside himself with excite- j ington, D. C., for a visit....Capt. F. A. Gilmore, fever—Mrs. Augustus Mayo left on Friday for ens on the Island this fall
About thirty ladies
pointment
There
is
a sensational report iu Paris that the
prominent gentlemen. After dinner, the large
evidence for the grand jury' at the October term of
such an undertaking.
Mrs. in
have been stolen from the court.
We hope to hear that his ment, aiul was naturally proud of the achievewhose vessel is in New York, arrived home Sun- lloulton to join her husband. They will remain had a picnic at Bound Pond last week
pavilllon was cleared for dancing, and some remains of
It would not be singular If the number of
tomb
in
the
Hotel
Dcs
Invalides
75 couples tripped the light fantastic toe. (Rockand cast to the indictments found would
ment and deportment of laid company. The boysand Mrs. Amos Clement have gone to there for the winter....Mrs. Julia Kelly has gone
Philips has gone to Farmington on a visit.Mr.
day....Mr.
compare very favorably underwriters have marked him up for his ever
winds.
land Opinion.
with those of the Kennebec jury.
tions.”
bad a hearty welcome home.
to Hurricane Island for the winter.
fall and winter goods.
1 Boston to
Ilenry Hopkins is very sick.
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Commenting
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Oct. Uth Rcv.C. I.. Haskell will

at

Madison. Chief

next

afternoon and

Kilgore’s gallery. Tin* por
trait is the work of Mr. Charles Dinsniorc, of
Windham, V !? a graduate of the MassuelniseiiNormal Art school, Boston.

railway continues full of business.

bought a

L. Haskell is booked to

village

Repairs

portrait of Miss Lulu May Crillin has

photographed

Stephen

she has gone i:it<» the river to load lumber.

city
day
pounds of large eels which were caught in
Long Cove, Mockton. The captuin says In'ships
about *200 pounds per wetk to New York.
A

i»r.

Barney, who has been absent for the past
months, returned last Friday.

Rev.
roe

*200

been

In town last

W. ().
two

<>f catch-

Swctt had at his market in this

were

8on

place to-morrow (Friday,)

page and also a letter from Mr. II. J. Woods, on
the third party, which well illustrates the position

Blather

week.

at

1

Locals.

at the M. K. Church next Sun-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred .1.

Kuowlton has been appointed postmaster from a
Liberty vice Davis Woodman resigned.
carriage repository.
Instead of iron lathing at the postoffice a wire
Ucv. J. A. Savage has been appointed a member
To-day is the third and closing day of the annual
netting is used. The contract calls for tire proof fair at Monroe, and Belfast will as usual he large- of the School committee in place of Mr. F. W.
lathing and it is said the netting holds the mortar ly represented. Some good trotting may be ex- Brown, resigned. The appointment is a good one.
well.
pected.
Dr. Kilgore has bought about 25 acres of land
The family of Mr. Alfred
The Boston Herald says: Howe Emery, hotelPatterson—consisting
near tic1 southerly end of Congress street, Known
of himself, wife, three daughters and four sons—
keeper, Frankfort, Me., has gone into insolvency. as the Whiting pasture, and will make it into a
were photographed in a group last week.
Their S. II. West, blacksmith, Stockton, Me., has gone
hay field.
united weight is 1,47!) pounds.
into insolvency.
The auction sale of Texas horses at the Base

Capt. Bramhall of the city ii&li market says the
best clams now come from Ryder’s Cove, Islesboro.
in I
Belfast clams are losing their prestige.

and fancy articles were not as numerous as
former years, but excellent in quality. Many of
the articles exhibited were beautifully executed

Mr. I*. L.
his

Miss Floy Crowell, supported by an excellent
company, gave four performnaces at the Belfast
Opera Hou e last week to large houses.

The insane sailor at the
Mr. John

Saturday night will
although it was not

—

no

doubt forbade liim to mention where a leader
might be found, and where a Federal officesay the pension agency at Augusta—would lie

greedily grasped—or perhaps
“gratefully received.”

was a

—

In a recent interview Cieu. l’laisted says the
3!ainc Democracy are “almost” unanimous for
Cleveland—that is, they would lie if there were
offices enough to go around. He also newails
the fact that his party has no organization and
no

Thursday Sept. ‘22nd
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buy

Mr. ii. V Woodcock has been'
grand juror and Mathew I.nssel! a
traverse juror, from this tow n.
I vm'Thoknmkk. The members of tin Baptist
<•!.
vli ard the many friends of the pastor, liev.
D. Bia.-kett. met at bis hou-- last Thursday after
A picuic supper was
1.0..M and donated him > •-).
-me interesting remarks
d h\ the ladie-.and
made by Bcv. Y. K. Brew, of West Hampden,
m.ausm<<nt.

drawn

as

I long Kong, Aug 18. In port ship P N Blanchanl. Oakes, for New York.
shanghae, Aug 11. In port ships Gov KoMo,
Blanchard, from New York (just arrived); \V 11
Connor, Nichols, for New York.
Cheverie, N s, Sept 15. Sailed sell Mary L Peters, Williams, Baltimore.
st. Thomas, Aug 29. Arrived barque Clara K
McGilvery, Griflin, 8t Pierre, Mart (and sld sept
7 for Vieques. P K) to load for Boston; Sept 1<>,
arrived bark J W Dresser, Lerman, Philadelphia.
Nassau, N P, Sept 19. in port bark George
Treat, Treat, for New Orleans in a few days.
Sailed ship Louis Walsh,
Loudon, sept 23.
Pendleton, New York.
A-pinwall, Sept 20. Arrived brig I! C Sibley,
Iiichborn, Boston.

a

added much to the interest of the occasion.
T. Ih-i-ius has in light a farm in Clinton,

i,

M

1

w

there

an.\e

month ...Mr. and Mrs.

next

goodly numher d their
d- la.-i I > i.i;iafternoon and evening, and a
tithe wa- »njoycd by all... Bcv. Mr. Drew
rhednn :.iT«-:» >iingst rnioii at the Gross school
.-e last -anday owning-S. C.
Files, D. W.
nipple and ( F. Higgins went to Boston, Mm:.on the Getty-burg ex< ursion.
II

\\

<

entertained

tl:

a

DYSPEPSIA
Causes its victims to be miserable, hopeless,
confused, and depressed in mind, very irritaIt is a disease
ble, languid, and drowsy.
which docs not get well ot Itself. It requires
careful, persistent attention, and a remedy to
throw off the causes and tone up the digestive organs till they perform their duties
willingly. Hood's Sarsaparilla has proven
just the required remedy in hundreds of cases.

M1 SOE 1.1.AN V.

M AHITIS K

Brig Moraney has been changed into a two-masted .-cliooner at Last Boston.
Sell.
Caroline C\, of Treinont, Capt. Murpiiy,
I
from Bangor for Provineetown, with lumber,
sprauk aleak and lost part of deekload, Friday
U
night, oft' Boon Isiand. she was towed intoGloucesn
on Saturday, full of water.
Brig II. < Sibley, ( apt. G. W. Iiichborn, put in: i;! c
Mr<. Mary Woodman, wife of Da\is
t » Turk's Island Aug. 23d, totally dismasted, except mainmast and bowsprit, with ail sails and
V.
dman, died at her home in this village on Tinrigging attached; refitted and arrived at A-pin
pi. 1 "lh. She wa- a very estimable lady
v. Ml. Sept. 20th.
u;l a, ,ia:t ii inlS't d in the iu-ighboriiood_
Brig Abide Clilldrd. Storer, at Wood’s II«*il from
*• v.an Island, hail N.L. wind- until Sept. 20th.
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:
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out of the <>f.,ooo which she* started
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u.e shat
admittance fee wa> charged and ! good petroleum,
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Morse spent
nged. The ship while on lu-r voyage ran ashore on
a of .lava, bu! got ‘IT without much damthe
w
\\ .• -I..: gt«<;
k i
u.i.n. Frank B.
it vva- found neecssiry, liowcver, to dis1 age.
'!
1 ’*■ t-‘n. -pet.i a few da\> ill tow Ii last
eh.arge part of her cargo at Singapore, and the ro-t
she will bring
n to it.-dc-tiuntion.
wa- carried
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and daughter are v i sh( himi a general cargo for New York.
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Dresser, of Gastine. from Philadelphia, arrived at st. Thomas Sept. 12th, with cargo
:
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The Lighthou-o Board gives notice that on or j
.<
w .U l.o !l.-h enough for aII
about sept. 24. iss7, lightship No. 44. moored <»n
Five Fathom Bank northeast end'. New Jersey. !
1"
-h... .-ovoral eiti/on.- of this
will be removed f* r repairs and relief lightship
hi g
*:.iiug tho wintor on the No. 24 vv ill in* placed on this station.
1.
;
!'
Lightship No.24.i- schooner rigged, painted red.
go...! anil In:.--kings w ill
in large white letters on
with the won! **Uci;ct
h. in •: *lor >• n.
each side and "No. Jt" on the -tern, and has a hoop
iron cage day mark ;b each ina-tin :d.
s
oi’iLf i- m1 a o< mploo i ami open
'\
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I have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia, from which I have suffered two years.
I tried many other medicines, but none proved
so
satisfactory as Hood's Sarsaparilla.”
Thomas Cook, Brush Electric Light Co.,
New York City.

Sick Headache

MARK ANDREWS.
"THE HUB"

NOVELTIES

HATS,

CHILDRENS

AND

AM)

CAPE OVER-

have been
For the past two years
afflicted with severe headaches and dyspepsia. 1 was induced to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. and have found great relief. 1 cheerfully recommend it to all.’’ Mns. K. F.
Annaijle, New Haven, Conn.

di

I

Mrs. Mary C. Smith, Cambridgeport, Mass.,
was a sufferer from dyspepsia and sick headache.
She took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
found it the best remedy she ever used.

Hood’s

Doses

One

Dollar.

Our Hub Suits for

Boys

••

1

-Also

a

Childrens, Boys, Youths & Men’s,

IIV shall dose oat oar entire sftn'L of S. Xewromh tP
Co.’s Ladies Cine Hoots at

2.26
2.00

•*

:

-Lap and Buffalo Robes

‘$2.00
2.76
2.60

*•

••

2.76

wa shall also offer

Overcoats, Suits, Pants, Hats, Caps, Boats, Shoes & Rubbers.
Ladies, Childrens, and Gents’ Fine Underwear.

o

following prices

a

This is a rare chance as the above arc
Standard Goods,ami we are offering them
-0 per cent, less than you can buy else-

rinExix

j&l3>J:d:Ol:E3‘OTfS,
maixe.

Belfast.

now,

Special Bargains in

FLANNELS,

and Horse Blankets_

All to be sold at the LOWEST PUK ES! Don’t spend a dollar for jroods in my line until you
have seen my stock. Please call and be convinced that this is the place to buy.

2.26

OUR LEADER!
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Howes’ Block, Main St., Belfast.
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Opera Slippers!

&0o.,

■'

In Brown, Blue, Green & Bronze Shades.

Selling less than it costs to make them.
These goods are manufactured samples,
and are all good style, fresh Slates, and
are :t 1-2. •/ and 4 1-2 in sine. Any Lady
wearing these sizes can yet a Jloot worth
from $3jut to $3.50. for $2.25 to $2.75.
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Fall & Winter Garments!
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to Match the Same.

Trimmings

AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
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We need not mention, as it is well known, that wc have the
most commodious and well lighted Cloak rScom in the city.
Hot-

COLBURN,

McCIlmtock'y Block, High St.
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just employed extra and experienced help to
wait upon our iarge and growing trade, and shall make the greatest efforts to move larger quantities of goods than ever.
Our
prices will be made attractively low in order to increase the sales.

National Bank.
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Special attention has been paid

<
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a

complete line of

-o,
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Announces the arrival of

Wa have just received about $2,000 worth of Dress Goods
alone. These goods having just been imported we feel confident we can please our customers to anything in this line.

nice line of Hoys’ Suits, a^es from 4 to 14 years, at—-

ALSO A BIG LIXE OF

>

$2.60 Jio >ts (insimj <if

THURSDAY,
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MAGNIFICENT STOCK

03, 03.30, 0-1, 01,30, 03 and 0O.

S-4,
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are All Wool Tailor Made

This is somethin'' entirely NEW, and l have the exclusive sale for this Oouuty. These Suits
are made with Double Knee Extension Waistbands.
Ask to see them. Price $5.00 per Suit!
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Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; siv for $5. Mado
only by C. I. IlOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.
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ITTLE

EVER
PILLS,

Belfast, Sept. 29,1SS7.—:S9

K. II. HANEY.

ADMISSION,

CURE

Sick Headache end relieve all the troubles Incident to n bilious stale of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Browsincps. Distress after eating,
While their most remarkPain in the Side, Ac.
able success has been sh-.wu in curing

phia.

Mobile. Sept 24. Sailed from Fort Morgan sell
M B Milieu, New York.
Port Townsend, Sept 1C. Arrived sell Nancy
Pendleton, Pendleton, New York.
V ineyard Haven, Sept 24.
Arrived sell Edw ard
Johnson, Parker, Savanna la-.Mar, Jam, 45 days,
1 Delaware Breakwater, of and for Boston.
Philadelphia, Sept 24. Cleared -ch Nellie, Drink
water, North Weymouth, Mass; 24d, cleared sell
Thus. W. Hyde, Sherman, Boston.
Bangor, Sept 18. Arrived sells I> D Haskell,
H i-kell, Ceorge Shattuek, Closson; Lizzie Poor,
Dickey, Boston; Mary Farrow, Condon, Salem;
20th, arrived sell Kit Carson, Smith, Bonaire; 21st,
cleared brig D011 Jacinto, Herriman, Dcmerara;
22nd, cleared sell Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, New
Bedford; 24th, cleared schs Marv Farrow, Condon, Westchester; Lizzie Poor,
Ceorge
shattuc;k, Larrimore, Boston.
Boston, Sept 20. Arrived sell Moses Eddy, Ifolt,
^•w York; Charley Bucki, Patterson, Amboy;
••h ared sch
Hodgdon, Baito.;2lst sell.
VVaidemar, Parker, St Johns, P It.
New York, Kept 21. Arrived sell Charlotte T
•Sibley, Bartlett, Jacksonville; 22d, arrived brigs
Lein, Pierce, Barbudoos; 1 W Parker, Kane, Asl'b*wal|; cleared ship Llewellyn J Morse, Carver,
Abner Coburn, Nichols,
Calcutta; 24d, sailed
san Francisco; 25th, arrived bark Beatrice Havener, Havener, Port Spain.
Fall River, Sept. 24. Sailed scb. E. II. Iiarriman,
Borden, New YorkBaltimore, Sept 22. Sailed sch Bcnj Fabens,
London, Salem.
Portland, Sept. 2C. Arrived bark Henry A. LitLelhdd, Davis, Boston.

SICK

all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
ai.i regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

HEAD

Daylight,

ship

PORTS.

Port Spain, Sept 2. In port bark Beatrice Ilnvener, Havener, for New York.

1

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

pills

ACHE

Is the banc of so many Ives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or twro pills make a dose.
They arc strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
In vials at 25 cents; five for fil. Bold
use them.
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

(JABTEB MEDICINE CO.,
New York ©It*
lyrOnrm

TWENTY-FIVE

Hotel
the

Meeting.

WE,together

ourselves

for the purpose of forming a corto erect aud maintain a hotel in the city of
I tel fast, and to purchase, hold, lea.se and sell nut'll
real and jiersonal estate as may be necessary therefor.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of September, a.
I>. 1887.
II. CUKKKRY,
A. II. BRADBURY,
C. HKRVEY,
N. F. HOUSTON,
A. D. CHASE,
J. T. POTTLE,
I. W. PAItKEK,
A. C. SIBLEY.
S. L. M1LLIKEN.

poration

Notice is hereby given to the foregoing signers
and their associates that their first meeting will be
held on THURSDAY, THE THIRTEENTH DAY
OF OCTOBER, A. I>. 1887, at seven o'clock in the
evening, at the Aldermen’s room In Belfast, to organize Into a corporation, adopt a corporate name,
define the purposes of the corporation, fix the
amount of the cairital stoe.k, divide It Into shares,
and elect a president, not less than three directors,
a clerk, treasurer, and any other necessary officers,
and adopt a code of by-laws.
Dated tills twenty-seventh day of Septemlier, A.
3w3»
D. 1887.
C. IIERVEY, One of said Signers.

YOU

BUILDING OB REPAIRING?
All our IIOFSK TBIMMINUS purrhasrd In the
dull srusou, when manufacturers were anxious
lo unload, at extreme prices. Look all round.
Urt Ihe lowest quotations. We brat them all,
and glee 10 prr rent, dlsrount for rash. Our
line the largest and most romplele In this sec-

The Best
Blood
Purifier

IF.

:LATEST STYLES

and

Childrens

^

4*

tion of Ihe Slate.

4L'tii

MORISOX «e

CO.,

fioalractors ani Riders.
undersigned are prepared to make contracts
1 to huild or repair buildings of every
tion. Competent workmen ami designers Ilirni lied at short notice. In addition to lumber of every
description we are prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, and everything needed in building and re-

rpiIE

^cbenelVs

TOTandi^al^e

K.

* * *

descrip-

pairing.

Shingling

Made

IN

Suits.

Boys’

FIXE ST

STOCK

a

Gni39

CHEAT REDUCTION.
The undersigned would announce to their patrons
and the public generally, the great reduction they
have made on

CLAPBOARDS and SHINGLES. j
sold
to

$$. $2 and $10 per M.

£*'Call and
numerous

see our

great bargains in shingles,

to be mentioned here.

Yours

Respectfully,
HA LL

-AND-

Fruit of all Kinds!

experiened clerk whose attention will
be specially given to it.
an

Hosiery,

as

every

Underwear,

Store,

Flannels,

-^Hayford Block, Church St., Belfast.*^

Knitting Yarn

Blankets,

-:||:-

Corsets !

Scotch,

Spanish,
Germantown,

And every

Saxony,

it wili

department is replete with NEW

pay the trade to

GOODS,

and

look at OUR IMMENSE NEW STOCK.

Andalusia,
and Ball Yarn.

--

a

cheap yarn.

subscriber v, ill sell at auction at 3 o’clock
Saturday afternoon next, the Angler property,
on High St.
Said property is now Paying annual
rental of $352, and can be increased $36 more. This
property presents the best site in town for a hotel.
Also for sale my dwelling house on Congress St.
The house is pleasantly situated, has all the conveniences, one-half acre of land, orchard of thirty
apple trees. If not disposed of by private sale In
three weeks will be sold at auction.
HEOltUE O. BAILEY.

THE

Mixed

FOE PICKLING.

Good Weather.

-The bent la the ■arket.——

A. A. Howes A Go.

selling

at

the

PRICES
v

THAYER ft

ADAMS,

JEWELERS, ^
UIGn STREET,

Best Time of Year.

Our 10 Per Cent. Cash Discount
-BRINGS ALL THE-

&c.,much below prices ever dreamed of before.

buy one of our Garments this season, as all know
completeness of their fit and beauty of design.

BELFAST.

S3,1887.—Iyr451s

--l|:o:-

Our 10 Per Cent. Cash Discount.

Makes Horse Nails 2c. W lb less to
Horse Shoes r.
Refined Iron
"
Norway Iron #c.

you)
*“

than

prices
f charqed
) by others

Coliseum, 47 Main Street.

4t3<>

GEO.

W.

DELAY.-

W. K. MORISON & CO.,
Coliseum, 47 Main St.

4t3«

Are selling at low prices by

Howes

dts

well-lighted double

store of

Everything else la proportion.
W. K. M ORISON A CO.,

Linseed Oil.
NOT

Do not fail to
the

Special Cash Discount on Pure Lead. Railroad Colors, Atlas Paints, and Pure
-1)0

^ F^tl»<PXwiMTiRl^RIIIEWTS. jj }>

NOW! Blacksmiths f Gall at the large and

Oil & Japan Colors, Varnish,

Spies!

are

-AT-

Feb.

PAINT

kinds

VERY * LOWEST

Yours Respectfully,

For Sale-Auction.

Best St. Louis Shorts kporiid
BY-

intend to keep any other kind.

knitting

Of ail

can

Belfast, Aug. 18, 1887.—33

COOPER.

HOWES & CO.

We buy the BEST quality that

be found in the market, and do not

H owes cfc co. B. F. WELLS.

Belfast, Sept. 20,1887.—38

Belfast, Sept. 21,1887.—4w38

-FOR SALE

Waterman’s One-Price Clothing

Please remember that it is poor
economy and a waste of time in

-AND l«W PRICKS BV-

Clapboards formerly
for $11, $12 and $V1, reduced

charge of

Belfast, Sept. 15,1887.—37

For Salo by all Druggists. Prico 25 cts. per box;
81*0X08 for G5 cts.: or Bont by mail, postago free, ou
receipt of prico. Dr. J. Q.Schenck A Sod, Pbilad’a.

too

The very lowest prices in the State and no need for bantering,
article is marked in PLAIN FIGURES at

Specialty.

18 A NEVEft-FAIUNG REMEDY
FOR ALL DISEASES OF THE
UVER AND STOMACH.

No, 2 Spruce

and will be in

OF

All lie Nelly Styles ef SOFT k STIFF HATS.

HALL At COOPER.

Pills, PEACHES, PLUMS,

41

with all the

LTIES)?OF^THEy SEASON?-

"'.r,W F>AMTALiOO]V8.

Coliseum, 47 Main Street, Belfast.

IS THAT WHICH KEEPS THE
UVER AND STOMACH IN A
HEALTHY CONDITION: AND
NOTHING IN the WORLD CAN
SO SUCCESSFULLY DO THIS
AS MANDRAKE, WHICH, AS IN

CKNTS,

undersigned, hereby associate

OVERCOATS!

WINTER

THE

FRKD ATWOOD. Wlnterport. Me.,
Agent Tor New England and Provinces.

ARK

(ENTS.

I

ONLY as

Headachc,yetCarti sLittlc Liver Pills arc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct

bickey;

tien’l

27.

The Immense Building on llunllnglon Av. will be
owe Vast Hive or Industry, Skill und Arl.
The (-'rentest Merhanlewl Novelties and Processes
Ever Seen In New England.
EXTENSIVE Art Galleries, filled with :i choice
collection of Art Works, Models amt tine Paintings of the most celebrated Tarhts.
First-Class Band Concerts, Large Fountains and
Floral Drroratlons. The latest Electrical Apparatus and Appliances.
Wonderful Agricultural and Mineral Products
of foloradu and California.
The Woman's Department crowded with the best
specimens of Woman's Work. The whole in Extent, in Variety, in Value Vnsurpassed. Ilcmem.
her the prim* or admission is
Uw.'iii

THE

Aug. 4, 1887.—3m32

I want to place one of our NEW MODEL DISC
HARROWS in every school district in New England. Where we have no agent I will make special
price to lirst purchaser. Now is the time to prepare lor fall work.
3pl3t28

Masonic Temple.

fully stocked

IN

VARIETY

A. P. MANSFIELD. WHEEL or DISC HARROW.

Upon In Bushin

TUESDAY, Sept.

SHAW,

call

will he well satis/led with any and
j
i all purchases they wish to make.

Will be

HV

W. A. SWIFT, Jr.,
Customers who favor

IN

Suits !

-

& Small Ware

-3DBPAR.TMENT !-

WEAK OP A SHOE !
FOB SALE

F. ;Y.

T^ine

-

ENDLESS

Softens the Leather. Brilliant Shine.

ASSOCIATION
Will

Men’s

FALL AND

Adds 20 Per Cent.

Massachusetts Chantaole Mechanic

I

FOREIGN

FricesasLow^theLowesi, FOR BLACKING BOOTS & SHOES!
An Oil Paste.

The Sixteenth Exhibition of the

Wall*St.,

Bangor.

ranei-eo, Sept 14. Sailed ship Ivanhoe.
< liter, Seattle.
Put I »i-eo\ery. Sept 14. Sailed ship state of
Maine Nichols, san Francisco.
's'ico. Sept 21.
Arrived sch Joseph G Stover,
Are;,, New York.
Richmond, Va, Sept 22. Sailed sell Abhic C
>tulibs, Pendleton, Jersey City.
Dutch Island Harbor, sept 22. Arrived .-ch Mat
'tc B Russell, Earrabce, Portland, for Philadel',Mii

SUNSHINE!

Fancy Goods

Clothing.

ATTRACTIONS

UNPRECEDENTED

To be found in. the city.

Iyr52

[CARTERS

1

'•rani.

Fall & Winter

Woadbury'sDyspepsia Killers.

IechanTcsfaIb.

powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wind*-onieness.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot, he sold ineoin
petition w ith the multitude of the low test, short
w eight, alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in
This

Arrived-< Is M«
.v
Mitl;•
24th, sailed -«-u ‘ip
cans.
M ul le i, Perkin
I >ol»<iv.
N. V.
h'eniandina. ~cpt 24. Cleared -ch Kidgcw<> ,d.
New
’i
urk.
Weaver,
W ood s Hoik Siept 24.
Arrived brig Abide Clifstorer. Swan Island.
New
London, ><•(■: 24. Sailed seii Abraham
:
irdson. Patter-hall, Amboy for Bid fast.
ida River, Sept II
Arrived -eh Palatka,
■It'S, Jack son*.: IKv
j.iut New s. >ept 22. >a:led -eli Vale, llotlg
Portland.
i' law are Breakwater, >cpt Ilk
Sailed wh Ed !
-I'umsi'ii, Parker, Bo.-ton
Pi"ov idenee, Sept 20.
Arrived sell Sandy Point.
«

COMPLETE & VARIED

A

PORT OF’ BELFAST.

Establishment

FILLED WITH NEW AND DESIRABLE

Eat two or three of those little lozenges and you
will be better at once. Vsc them as a preventive
and you need sutler no more.

[
)

'SHIP NEWS.

t .1:1,

Dr. Mark E.

OlTILK OF THE SHERIFF OF WALDO COUNTY, j
STATE OF MAINE, WALDO COUNTY SS.
Sept. 28, A. D. 1887.
Warrant in insolvency was issued by Geo. E.
of
the Court of Insolvency for
Johnson, Judge
said County of Waldo, against the estate of SAMl'EL H. \\ EsT adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtten’, on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the Pith day of September A. D. 1887, to
which date interest oil claims is to be computed;
that tiie payment of anv debt to or by said Debtor,
and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him arc forbidden bylaw; that a meeting of the
Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts and
choose one or more assignees of his estate will he
held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the
Probate Olliee in said Belfast, on the 12th day of
October A. l>. 1887, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above written.
AXf-fcl. WADSWORTH, SHERIFF.
A
Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
Countv of Waldo.

•Puheri/e tin Rum Power.*’

our

not

in Ih.ek la ad. —e; »t. Id, I.ewi il. Cables, aged 4'J
REMEMBER D. K. S
_..ai-. 7 n, anl:- and h day.-.
N<ar <.rent Fall-, N. II., Sept. I'd, ( harles Davis,
They cost only 50 cents a box (trial boxes25rents),
can be scut to any part of the l*. s. by mail, ami
oi pout it Berwick, formerly of Koeklaml, aged
trill rttrr
about 1.7 yeai s.
In K .eklaml, >ept. Ir, Llmer M.. sou of Henry
bjspcpsia. Indigestion, Heartburn, and all
1*. Taylor, aged h months and 21 days.
Stomach Troubles.
In Koeklaml, s.-pt. 17. William Melntire, aged G&
Doolittle & Smith,24 and 2C Tremont st., Boston,
years, s months and 17 day.-.
and
selling agents.
in Koekland, sept. 17. Mary K., daughter ol' William (
Brown, aged month- and h'J <lays.
Dr. Hark 11. Woodbury’s Dyspepsia killers.
In Ko< bland, —j it. Pi. kiiiina Belle, da lighter of
Dr. Mark K. Woodbury's Dyspepsia killers.
('. W. and .Jennie Hah-P-ad, aged 7 months.
in Koeklaml, Sept. pt. Warren Marks, aged 77
Offn i: of TiiK Sheriff of Wai.do County,
\car-. P» months ami P days.
St ate of Maine, Wai.do County ss.
;
In Fiiion, Sept. 17, Josiah II. shephenl, aged
Sept. 28, A. J>. lssl.
)
yea:
A warrant in Insolvency was issued by Geo. E.
I s.ui ie:. D.*e: I -is.-jii. h. lvl Will'd P. Ila-kol!, i
1\. Johnson, Judge of The Court of Insolvency
aged 77 ye:n>.
for said County of Waldo, against the estate of
In Deer !<!»•, Sept. 7. Mrs. Leorgiana i.reenlaw,
AI.ANSON EoiJI), adjudged to be an Insolvent
aged 27 year.-.
Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition
In Wa-hington, -ept. 1-. Lorimla. wife of Jason
was filed on the 5lh day of September A. 1)., 1887,
Maddoeks, aged 4:. years and 4 months.
to which date interest on claims is to be computed;
In KlLworth. Sej>t. 1, Charlie, only son of A. 1».
that the payment of anv debt to or by said Debtor
ami Aide M. straight, aged J months.
ami the transfer and delivery of any property by
In Ellsworth, Sept. 17, Pearl II. Lord, aged 2h
him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of the
years.
Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts and
choose one or more assignees of bis estate, will be
held at a Court of Insolvency to beholden at the
Probate Olliee in said Belfast, on the 12th day of
October, A. !>., 1887, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
ANSEL WADSWORTH,
sheriIf, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.

viiir). open- **ept. _7. are well timicr
II'..
ale
i s In mo plaeetl in position,
liiii.io up rapi'lly, ami promise*
•a;
■i

Every Department of

is THE MOST

the King of E\i!s. You .-.til'er »o. You arc
downright sick, l»iit y«»u wish yuii were dead.
Y" ir
iii:*« h i- out
ordci'. Your brain reel
Yi*::r eye- grow dim and hazy,and you ai’c in such
pain. <>!.’ torment! ^ ou can’t use a knife to cut
it out, b'.t you <,:tn eradicate the pain, renovate tlic
stomach, and relieve the pressure on the brain.
How? Get a box of 1>. K.'s, which mean
I>ut

I

Co.

81 & 83 Main

BURKETT,
Street, Belfast.

[For the Journal.]

VITIATED BLOOD
Scrof ulous, Inherited and Contai/ions Humors Cured
by Cuticuru.
'PiIKori.il the medium of one of our books re1 .rived through Mr. Frank T. Wray, Druggist,
Apollo. I’a., 1 In came as juaintetl w ith* your Fill
<
it.v ill Mi ll!! s. and take this opportunity t«» testily to you that their u-e has permanently cured
nie of one of the worst cases of blood poisoning,
in connection with erysipelas, that I have ever
seen, am! this alter having been pronounced incuraide b\ some of the best pin si< ian- in our county.
I take are.it pieasut e in lorw aiding to you this tetimonial, unsolicited as it i- In you. in older that
others sutlering from similar maladies may he encouraged to gne vour Cl Tin k.\ Ki.Mi:i'ii:satrial.
1*. >. WH1TLINCI K. Keeeiiburg. l’a.
Reference FkaskT. Wkay, Druggist. Apollo, Pa.
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broader field of usefulness
tin re to im-et tli«■ .' ml and bless
ie spirit treed Horn all tin* loss
And pain of earth, that counts but dross.
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TliKM.

Hail.

Columbia.

"!:enr-
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1
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friend' weep not, but bide from day
m nient of clay,
The poor frail
Willi sense of !o~s and bitter pain:
ib.t »:n in faith, “She lives again."
Ilt .i.r.N N. Pack a it h.

reeomi.it

i>K.

i.mi s'
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cknti-inmai.
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FURNACE Boston and Bangor
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The above cut repuvs- nts the obverse and rever*e «idc« of the HOLD :<n I *i.\A FI.LED MEDAL
presented to Dr. \V. II Darker by the NATION\l. MEDICA' *.«'*:'< I '»T I ON, in recognition of
his masterly Medical Treat i.—, cut did the ?i?,c?i!Ol!r
f.'FF. OR SELF PRESERVATION, which tre.tts npmi n,tV..m* >1 Uhy<;rai Debility, r.emalnrc Decline, Exhausted
and
the
ten
m
thousan
I
kefher
nr;
ills
Mar
11.
k
:«■
heir
dug from Errors of Youth, ImprudVitality,
ence. Over Taxation, Excesses. Acrid;
«'oV
-ual Iictdpi s=;ti«*i.. It is n>. invaluable treatise
No other work equal
for the Young, the Middle-Aged, and over.
'-id. wh- -her in i.ealth or disease.
to it has ever been published. It ha-- been high'y ra.
1 by t
newspaper profs throughout the country,
and even in England. Three hundred page*, substantially D -’lid. cm .<»«.-e;l niu.-iln, full gilt. C’oiuan
125 extraordinary prescriptions for prevailing dDense*, ok'
f v.hi h i v.a rib five tinus the pricc
one
of the book, while some of them arc absolutely invaluable, and should
»: !'.!•• hands of everybody,
(luaranteed the best work upon the above nanmd subject*, or !lu mm .• ref ;rned in every instance.
conconl-d in p!:rn wrapper. Illustrative
DDIPC mi V
pftl I &n by mall postpaid, and
I] w. cut ties out, as
rnlllL UNLT UFfC UULLAfSi p.ampl ,:-t.r.. free.
t U\ I 1 INCH ST. DOSTON,
you may nevei see it again. Address DiJ. W. I! V '.UM'K, n
ITUIOPY MF.IHCAL
MASS., who is the CHIEF CONSULTIN'; PIlYss# : V\
.11 diseases wp...;:ig -!• ,< and experience.
INSTITUTE, and may he confidentially cor,suited

The mind that doubted, wondered In n*,
Shall rest in peace with naught of fear,
file aspirations cramped, or dead.
Shall spring to life by incense fed.

uved by
and Cl
..!! other

«

1.

A

The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a fir-t class medal at tho
GuaranNew Orleans Exposition.
teed absolutely pure, and for general
household purposes is tho very best

i»ut friends, fear not, my life will be
No longer vailed in mystery.
Tin* t-yrs that could not pierce the gloom
Shall iuok with light beyond the tom!).

taint*
atisfartory results from the
Kcmedit s .u our own lainily,
mi In in beyon 1 any other n ine lies
;in and blood. Ti.< demand
of die
iii-ea-'
•. w
them
as their merits become known.
M At M1KI.AN A C<>. Druggists, l.atrobe. Pa.
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Hair,

1

s

hardest part of peaceful death.
The unheard wall 01 love’s own breath.
No power to comfort or to bless
Or faintly give one fond caress*.

SMlKBIfKlK

r.

Humor-, w
tagii
Kriipl. to. skin, an l
1

■

b.

Read

Oh

been -ching our t 1 I ice J; \ K i.v. 1:1 *l !'..>
f.w■ yi ar-. and have the (ir-t eoinpl lint \ct to reOne of ihe worst cases
ceive fr.'in
purchase;
of >croli:la 1 ever -aw wa- cun d b\ the u-e of live
Kt. >< »u\ 1 vt.’t 1 Ti< 1 i:a and
oottlcs
1 Cl IP I 1:
:ht
akc" la re
Ct it* fi;A N'Vf.
The *>oap do
as a
TA A It >K »\ TWI.uli.
medi'-imd
In uggist-.
>ankn-it. Kan.

<

Proprietors of PEAB.f Soap.

is Powers
know
THYSELF!

Strobic Circles invented by Professor Silvanus P.
Thompson, D.Se., B A

lift my eyes to bless
The grief that guards in watchfulness.
1 cannot raise my hand to give
The faintest sign of answering love.
1 cannot

ha

\11.l

Presented by the

V twilight hush will till the place.
And llowors laid there in loving grace.
Will load the air w ith sweet perfume
And shed o'er death their fragrant bloom.

j

('ASKS.

HOB'*!

TilK

OF

Knowledge

shall not hear the song-bird's trill
No tender notes my heart will thrill.
I nheeded all the sweet alloy
That rounded out my life with joy.
I

<•

<.*\K

Health and Siren

death will touch w ith icy seal
I shall not feel
The teardrops warm, nor note the word
From loving lips at last unheard.
Stern

dames K. Bichard-on, ( ustom House. New Or
leans, on oath sa\s
“In tsTO Scrofulous l leers
broke out on my body until 1 was a ma- of cor\iiii u known to the medical faculty
ruption. I
I bet ame a mere wreck. At
was t. d in \.tin.
time- •odd
t lift m\ hand- to m\ head, could
led turn in bed: was in" constant pain, and looked I
upon d tc a- a curse. No ivde! .01 nre in ten years.
In !—* 1 heard of the U id* 1 l: \ Ki.Ml.ldl >. used ;
:hi-ni. and was perfect w cured."
su.n-n to before i
>. Com. -5. P. CUAW rom.>. |

e

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

The time will conic when still and calm
I lie asleep on death’s strong arm.
Quiet and still in a darkened room.
And all the house be wrapped in gloom.

1
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HATS and CAPS i
Which is the LAEGEST in the

Ladies & Gent’s

Seko.ee f
rvinu
Is u romUn.iM :i of T l«j• most j.•.r ». remedies known to M•«.i«•;
iliinlil;.
|.ie
and PI.* 14 IT V of tim Blood, and the integrity of the Blood Vessels, should you suffer from I'iz/.mess
Pressure in Head, Spots Before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of II, art. Pam in Demon of Heart
with feeline of Sud.-* a..
Bingiog Sound. i:i Ears. Xu ml mess or Prickly Sen*:>i.on of Limbs, e-pe
daily the Ann, fin B t v u Sim Biers and in Side. Dry Co,,git. Flatulence, Sour Stem;.- u, or if c;,. -r
v. Mi I. ,-ss of Appetite, procure :: Bottle of Anti-Apopleet ine. it no: only
mg rr-.uu <’■ ij';:d He ;;j:

City.
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tor with bufif'. Send fo tr.ifs for
fr.p bfeunru' colored picture, ms
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Jewelry^

McDonald.

Ladies and Gents’

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

PLOWS!
H'e are yoing to close our present
stock regardless of cost.
Come
early and make your selection.
W. K. MORI SON .1 CO.,
Coliseum, 47 Main St.

Boarders Wanted.
subscriber has leased the Capt. WM. O.
ALDEK HOUSE at the corner of Washington
and Bridge Streets, and is prepared to receive permanent or transient boarders. Good stable attached to the house. The premises overlook the beautiful liarbor, and the situation is unsurpassed in
the city. Good board at reasonable rates. Give
me a trial.
A. 8. KELLEY.
Belfast, Sept. 5, 1887.—3m.K>*

with Fraud.

Mrs. Lilllie F. Willis, widow of ex-Congressnuui Benjamin A. Willis, claims t!i;:t her husband’.- former confidential clerk, William Settle
i> trying to defraud her out of a great portion
of the estate she is entitled to receive. She has
begun a number <>f -nits against Settle in the
City Court to recover sums aggregating Std.ono.
She a*>crt> that, by making use of the
knowledge he obtained while in the ex-Congressmaifs employ, he has, without her consent, effected settlements in several suits that
had been intrw-ted to his charge* and has retained the money. Besides this he has sold several
parcels of Jlarlem property that properly belonged to the estate.
Mr. Settle yesterday argued a motion on his
own behalf to compel Mrs. Willis to furnish
security for coMs in one of the actions. The j
motion was denied bv Chief .Justice McAdam j
[X. Y. Herald.
Mrs. Willis is

sister of Mrs. Belt, a property owner here, and a daughter of Mrs. F. W.
Berry of Xew York.

A

Speedily and pcrmaneMlycurod by usinjjWiat ar’«
R altam of Wild Cherry. There arc counterfeits. Hi t the penuine, which is signed ”1. BUTTS”
on the wrapper. Prepared by Skill W, tyWjL &
Sons, Boston. Sold by all dealers.
lyrnrmfl

I

a

Eemarkable Special Session.

A special session of tin,* Montana legislature
adjourned last week after a session of about
three weeks. Probably never before has it
been the ease that prairie dogs and ground
squirrels necessitated a special session of a
legislature, but such was the ease in Montana.
The legislature last winter authorized a bounty
of 10 cents for prairie dogs and 5 cents for
ground squirrels, and to date the Territory lias
paid for
ground squirrels and lift,70!)
or a total of over
§50,000. The
|! prairie dogs,
act
has
exhausted
all the money in the
bounty
treasury and was running the Territory rapidly in debt. The governor, with the permission
of the President, called a special session and
repealed the law.
Distress after eating, heartburn sick headache,
arc cured by Mood’s Sarsaparilla.
It

indigestion

also creates

a

WE HATE THE FINEST LINE

TOOLS

tu tic found lit the city. Our prices tiie LOW'
ivST. We also give 10 per cent, discount for
CASH. See our special net prices:
Set of llitts In Case,
Sri of Socket Paring
Set of Socket
Cast steel Hammers,

*1.75, worth *2.25
4.3S
3.00,
Chisels,
7.25
4.00,
Framing
*•
.50
.07
Bltt Braees about Hall Frier.

—A'era Coinh

on our

Xet Cash Counter eueli tree!:.—

IF. K. Af ORISON «C CO.,
Coliseum, 47 Main St.

4use

----
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Cliilclren’s

HATS AND CAPS
-IN-

OH AS. A. ELLIS, at the House,

L. STAPLES, Sanborn House, Belfast, Me.

bought

watered stock in the

prevent.

family if any

effort of his will

For Nix Cents
wc will sepd you Dr. Kaufmann’s great Medical
Work; 100 pages, colored plates from life. The
most valuable adviser ever published. To any
address on receipt of three 2 cent stamps to pay
postage. Address A. P. Ordway A Co., Boston,
Mass.

2w39

Cooper
West

niosii-

I’ndcrtho

Mir

^MR. GEORGE E,

RING,5-

keep .all kinds of

Lumber and Masons’ Materials!
SHINGLES A SPECIALTY.
r.till find ns at our old stand on FRONT
STREET, where we have a large stock of lumber,
and we will sell the same quality CHEAPER than
any other concern on the Penobscot Ray.
You

Thanking
the past, we
the future.

our customers for their patronage
hope for a continuance of the same

Yours

respectfully,

Hall &

Cooper.

Eelfast, Aug. 2 1887.—3m31
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iron
from
keeps
stiekinc and linen from hi;. i. run;
while ironing. find frivc3 shirts, cuffs and collars that
stilfnesj and beautnul polish they have win n new,
which everybody knows keeps them clean twice as
Ion.;. Beware of imitations. S..*c that the na;r..'
iT. C. ITU BIN OrEH, £; BROS., New IT wen. Conn.. 13
on every pi
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4 and •*». Nos. 1
vanized iron in f> size*, Nos. 1.
and are family dryers ami are e\eellent bakers
for bread pit s, meats and poultry, w ith three times
tin- eapaeiiy of a stove or range. Evaporates ber
ies of all kinds, and vegetables, sweet corn, green
peas, siring* bean*, tomatoes, pumpkins, squash,
iS:c., better than fanned goods, and much cheaper.
Procure one at onee, and dry your surplus vegetables ami berries for winter ami spring use good
as new from lield or garden, ami save your early
perishable apples. Call at Monroe carding mill
and see one with samples of dried fruit.
I'.tj Write for catalogue and price list free.
Hrt -Custom evaporating done at fair rates.
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PAPERS!-
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Oil f Cloth

Carpeting!

Prices reasonable
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there is in the market.

And

we

BAKER’S

think the

Host Horse lisilco.
-WE KEEP-

Staples,

ftip Conic anti sec us and
do just as wc advertise.

Would call attention to the fact that he lias the
largest and best line of

YOU

Jumpers and
Pungs,
in Waldo

E.

L.

wc

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the esc, ss of
Oil iiaH been removed. It has three

OILS,

and in fact most every tiling u.-ually kept in
country store, and sell at LOW PRICES.

BROOKS VILLAGE,

§?

will show you that

times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
I strengthening, easily digested, and
IS admirably adapted for invalids as
a well as for persons in health.

a

wc

I

US RESPECTFULLY,

BEAM & Co.,

81

Searsmont, April 27,1887—12tf

man.

everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

“liaQK FOB IKE PEOPLE

and see for yourself.
Carriages and Wagons manufactured and
stock.
kept
Brooks, Sept. 15,1887.—3ni37*
N. B.
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Elixiarnt
CSEFIX !
«’APTIVATIX« !
Hi:! Diplomul,'.1 I'aix-r. mi Hie
Dirut Dublin ttue.lliin.olTlie l'ast umi Preueut,

In

CREAM

Pi I ill IMF

Cloaudc*
Nasal

AMaysPalnana^v^|
Restores

•

the

Senses of Taste

BbBl-^V^It u,s^* 1
HAY“
FEVER
THE CURE.

and Smell.

TRY

Is applied into each nostril and is
Price 50 cents at Druggists; by mail,
ELY PROS.,235 Greenwich st.,
Ivrfi
New York.
A

particle

Invaluable ter
LADIES and

-FOU-

Colic,

Morbus, Burns, Cuts,
Bruises, Bites, Stints and Sprains.
Cholera

Bottles '23 and 50 cents.
rott

SALE

A. A. HOWES <C

HALL Alfl£"A
ST CATHERINE'S
DIOCESAN 811H00L FOB (iIRLH.

|

\y^

Heals the Sores,

omit;

j

m

MgS^?/^^jp.*]
M

lnflamma lion,

CO., Norwich, Ct.

The Et. ltev. II. A. Neeley, D. D., President. The
Ucv. W. 1). Martin, A. >L, Principal. 20th year
opens Sept. 14. Terms $27f> and $2.rK). Strong corps
of teachers. Special advantages In Art and Music.
10w30
Send for circular.
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etc. :.rA Fokti'NK for Hook Canvassers ! ArmCATIONS FOR TERRITORY OoMINO IN' WITH A RUSH 1
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Catarrh

registered,(50 cts.

JAMES G. DLAIAE.
Embracing his masterly arguments on the A ltai issues
in the Anti Slavery Struggle, the All hurortant
Labor Question, Prohibition, Irish Ilomc-ltule, etc.,
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CHILDREN.
You’ll find it good to regulate
The organs of both small and great;
It checks Sick Headache, and the woe
That sail Dyspeptics ever know.
In TARRANT'S SKLTZFK people find
A remedy and treat combined.

CAUTION.
my wife, CARRIE I. RICH, lias left
my bed and board without just cause or
provocation, this is to forbid all persons harboring
or trusting her on my account, for 1 shall pay no
bills of her contracting after this date.
HAMLIN II RICH.
Jackson, Me., Sapt. 20, A. D. 1887.—3\v38
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-WE SELL AS GOOD-

SIDE

PAINTS and

valuable breeding
marc in foal by Hamblctonian Chief.
The
mare weighs 1100
pounds, sound, gentle, and
will stand without hitching. Extra worker witii
a mowing machine. The mare is after Black Hawk
and Is a valuable breeding animal. For terms
i apply to
L. .T. IIOAG,
tm
West Miller St., Belfast, Me.

j

\

J. BAILEY,
Agent for Waldo County.
Monroe, duly -!», JS87.—dindl

widths of 1 yard, 1’4 yards, l <3' yards, and 2
yards. Price 25c., 33c. and 38c. square yard.
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Breetoi Hare for Sale.

BELFAST. MAXES.
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A. A. HOWES & CO.

Corner Chuck ul i,rli, Streets,
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GEORGE C. HORN, M. D.,

DENTIST,

..

•'

A

1.00 to 05r.

SLEIGHS & JUMPERS.

THE

■

r

in..!

Ih! -'a

We are elvl.ft extra trades la quality and prices
At Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
aow. Don’t flail to call. Will give you a better
Maine, the 14th day of September, A. D. 1887.
Physician and Suryeon,
trade thaa yon eta get In Waldo County.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his apMAINE.
SEAK8FORT,
pointment as Assignee of FRED L. BANKS,
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, Insolvent DebtOffle Main Street, formerly occupied by Dr
or, who has been declared an Insolvent upon his
StcpcnBon. Office hours, 2 to 4 and 7 to 0 P.M.,
own petition by the Court of Insolvency for the
and other hours in the day when not otherwise pro2w38
GEO. C. HORN.
County of Waldo.
fessionally engaged.
U. W. ROGERS, Assignee.
Senrsport, March 8, 1887.—tf 10
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5 pairs from SI.50 lo $3.10. A Pairs 1.50 10 3.17.
1 pair 1,50 lo 3.00. 2 pairs 4.50 to 2.25.
I
pairs 4.25 to 3.10. 3 pairs 1.00 to 2.00.
3 pairs 4.00 to 2.75. 11 pairs 4.00 lo
to 2.115. I pair 4.00 lo 2.50. 2
pairs 3.50 to 2.00. I pair 3.50
to 2.50. I pairs 3.00 to 2.50.
3
2 pairs 3.00 lo 2.25. 2 pairs 3.011 lo 2.00.
pairs 3.00 to 1.00. 4 pairs 2.50 to 2.00. 10
lo
3
0
2.50
1.75.
2.50
lo 1,50.
pairs
pairs
pairs 2.00 lo 1.50. 3 pairs 2.00 lo 1.25.
40 pairs 1.25 to 1.00. S pairs 1.25
lo 75r. 3 pairs 1.25 lo05c. 10
prepairs l.oo to 75r. 3 pairs

Come

For Liver. Pile, Indigestion, etc. Free from Mercury ; contains only Pure Vegetable Ingredient*.
Agent: C. N. C BITTEN TON', New York.

it

Kopt.i

138 Pairs of Sens & Bays’ Pants

in
in

Nciarsport

£3.

>epteuiler.
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AN UNPARALLELED MARK DOWN.

SUNDAY. Free delivery to any part of the city.
Our bread e,art will drive to
on Wed
nesdays mid Fridays, and at Northport on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Orders left at the store on Main street or with the
cart will receive prompt attention.

XX.

art !.«•!«! at
W al'i'1. oil
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Plain and Fancy Baking
every day in the week, and
Brown Bread and Beans
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City Bakery & Market
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PROBATE NOTICES.

WE JIAVE OPENED A

]\pw Yard
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i-.in.
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YARD!

LUMBER

cowboys

Grandpa Jay Gould is paying seven cents a quart
for milk for that baby. This is an extra cent a
quart, butlie Is determined not to have any more

P. Palmer,!

other

PILLS,
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
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U. M. MOODY, Drucckt,
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Cur. Main and Filch *iv. NeliaM, Mr.

At

Ho W«* are putting up a larger numhcr of Carriages than EVER I’EKOIJK. shall have them
rcaAv for the market SOONER THAN EVER RE
FORE. We intern! to sella LITTLE CHEATER
than EVER BEFORE. If you are in want of a
HOOD Carriage ami one that w ill >TAY with you,
give us :i call whether you EVER or NEVER *tM
before.

BRANCH

son,

Do not despair of curing your sick headache
when you can so easily obtain Carter’s Little Liver
Pills.
They will effect a prompt and permanent
cure. Their action is mild and natural.

fowml

2

n*....s

'.'MUM.

DYES.
i

popular

this season. We employ the YKHV Iil->T workmen.
Tse the \'ERY REST materiel, rtivl sell
-at the VERY LOWEST living prices.-

Masonic TemnSe, Belfast, Me
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COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

For Sale B,
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speciality of the CELEBRATED 1!ANt A >Ks

at nig store.

Dwight

j

variety of other kinds of buggies, both
-open and top.-

may lit*

shown by any manufacturer
Co., and
that he can anil will give better terms than any

Iy40

It has been observed that Robert Louis .Steventhe story writer, wears his hair long. Tiie
advent of Buffalo Bill and his
Is evidently exerting a powerful influence under European
civilization.

a

l'n.

ot

PEERLESS

?.tv«-r

!
Portland, Groceryf Express
and Depot, Wuyonsl

F. A. JOKES «C CO.

THIS

good appetite.

Styles.

■-i-. Mioumntism. Heart I >i*
An
Pectoris Car
Bladder trouble Dyspepsia, ,\c., Mr.
if $3,00.
.M Bn-ggists. Price $1,00 a bottle, six •»«*t:'*•
( 0.. D.NdSBt'UUJi I'.'.i.JA. Vr., C. S. A., for eiivuiars, testimonial- an

Apoplexy. Bid cm-.Complaint, Ividm"

liasiy;ovK, £xtRiision rl'oj>^.

Your initials in, GOLD i. 1CTTEIIS put, on. all SfijJ' Dais

Full line of Meats as usual.

SALK.

House is pleasantly situated near the beach,
only 0 miles from Camden on the main travelled road to Belfast and Rockland, on the shore of
tiie beautiful bay of the Penobscot. A fine chance
for sailing and ’fishing. Also line riding, one of
the most magnificent being on the celebrated turnpike road to < amden. House always full of summer hoarders. Good stable connected with House.
House all in good repair and all furnished. For
further particulars enquire of

Or

of all the LATEST STYLES nowin
-use in New England.-

and

All the Latest

Do Vour Own

-continue to manufacture and sell-
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LADIES !

yjfest giarsmcnt.
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Beach House, Lincolnville Beach, Me.
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To M. V. B. MitclieJi. Treasurer of the
Town of Troy :

OF-

in Mii'sachusi tt>. Arlo was but twenty-six
OF AMEKICAN MAKE,
He was born in Last Maeliias.
year' old.
Maine,
id- father di d when the lad was ever ottered in this lly at RflTTOM PRICES, and
as rheap as you ran buy the Imitation or American
twelxc yi-at old. i.ut before that event the boy
make of peddlers. Also
w:i' saturati d with Shakespeare and the Bible,
look' which, witli O'sian. Scott and Longid 11.>\v, bi' fall-el was accustomed to read
aim;.; to :l.e large family oi children. While
in c'dlt gi Bat"' was tiie editor-in-chief of The
B-owdoin < M'ieut. and got a story or two printed in the magazines.
Mr. Bales’ tii >t efforts in literature in the
——ANDBoston garret might have discouraged one less
ure than he was of his vocation and less ardently di \ojcd to it from the outset. He wrote
with painful and unflagging persistency and
xv it li un\ying iil siures-. of enthusiasm ami
"
zca! lie had plenty, but these very qualities,
I wlsicli carried hmi in hot haste to his climax,
.aieiitly ma ’n it diliieult for him to eoncen| cue his attention up-n the details leading up
to
the
eouciusioii. {• inally, however, when the
;
t-i:e of reji "ted manuscripts had grown toeonill vi rj description. I make a sprrlallly of
! sidertilde proportions, Mr. Bale- began to get
(Hasses and give particular attention to tilting
; a 'tire footliohl in the magazines. In lssu he
the eye. J|j prices will be ONE-HALF lower
! came editor of The Boston < ourier, and two
than peddlers charge for same goods,
year-- later married llarrii t Leonora Vose,
i”LA-atmr Hutuauf’i.a daughter of Hrof. (Jeo.
L. \ use. Mis. Bates died in lssfi, and her husband. 'everal months later, edited a volume of
cleaned and repaired at the LOWEST prices, In
her sketches, “Old Salem.”
a thorough and workmanlike manner.
Mr. Bates*. Jir.-t novel was “Hatty’s Hervcrsi:a s.” which was published in the Hound i*obiu >"i ie' in Js- j.
T ii. Tii> of Blood” foliowd, Inn tin pmdMicrs looked askance at it beIS.iliast, June 2, IS.*-".
cause the i.i ntral theme i- the
agony of a girl
who fai.-ely stipposi
that she has married her
brother. It was published serially later in Thu
< ourier.
Ta« Hagans.” for which Mr. Bates
was .non or !
roundly abused, was published in 1*T. The anile.r describes a phase of
which
h:t<
a decided influence on modern
j
iety
thought, and was held re<pon'ib!e by some of
his readers for tiie unorthodox opinions expressed by hi- eliaraeti-rs on a variety of subjects. “A Wheel of Lire,” which is commonly regarded as the strongest novel Mr. Bates
SCARF v,v
has produced, was issued in tss^am! in the next
year h- brought out, under the title of “Berries
of the Brier,” a volume of fugitive poems. A
memorial volume to his wife, “Sonnets in
shadow." has recently been published. Mr.
Bates's last story was. “A Lad’s Love,” referNEW AND HIGH STYLES
red to in the last Book Buyer.
-JUST
RECEIVED ATMr. Bab s is a frequent contributor to periodical literature, and in a paper marked by
sincerity. strength and lucidity, in the August
Scribner*.' presents, under the title of “Hcalism and the Art of Fiction,’’ a telling argument
against the doctrines or the Itcalistic School.
The article i> also valuable as showing the
high arti'tie purpose v hich animates the author
in the construction of his novels.
e
Please Bear in Miml !

yqTHLOPHONOS pGWDEf^ is
imriVated Neat, clean, handy

rE

tk::::,t

®
L-i VSH wmrsW. pc}r luck;, r-:u-.
who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the money nh.-.k
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price, 35 ct.s.; G bottles, $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON &, CO., P O. Box 2113, Boston, M is-,

Hats & Caps!

In tic autumn of H 7»b there came to Boston
young man fl esh from Bowdoin College who
established himself in an attic and began to
wrin while knowing h s> than a dozen people
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PEARS' SOAP.—Makes the hands soft

—

It has astonished most of the
shitted
i'll j/sieianr,.
Ilhite it
cures the Coutjh it stm;e/t7n
iJiG
system and tmriflcs the blood.
Sold i.v !>rn"5fists a::.I Di-iilers.
Price JO c .‘S3 c., ami 7.3 c.

Mi:.

>

PEARS’ SOAP.—Recommended and used by the late world-loved Henry Ward Beecher.
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Watches, Clocks and
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Scrap Booh.

PEARS’ SOAP.—Recommended and used by Mad. Adelina Patti for the

Spectacles ana E?a Glasses
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PEARS’ SOAP—Recommended and used by Mrs. Langtry tor the
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idle tiie stars in heaven shall burn.
While tiie ocean tides return.
Lver shall the eireiing sun
Lind the Many -tiil are >ne !

use*

I- redcr:. k W. 1’ratt. •PM Washingt on
street, ih'ston. writes: “My <1 tughter
vrs.s prostrat.-d with nervous
debility.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla restored her to
health.’’
William V. !bi-.vh
]'
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Diagram
right-hand
give it a slight but rapid circular twisting motion, when
cnch circle will separately revolve on its own axis. The inner
cogged wheel will be seen to revolve in an opposite direction.

Naii. C olumbia, strong and free.
Linn enthroned from sea ! a sea!
Tig march triumphant -ti:! pursue!
Thy inarch triumphant 'id pn-'if!
Willi peaceful 'lride* troni /one to /.one.
makes ilie WeMeni land thine own!
1 >lest i> the Luiou's holy tii s,
I. < t our grateful song arise—
L»cry voice j»triduic ii-n< 1
II. the loving Tiorii' blend!

I doed.-purilier.

Ayer's S:ii*-u?uiriil:i
the:
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to
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this
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W hili the star' <<i hcavi n sliall burn.
While the ocean ti les return.
Lver may the eireiing sun
Lind the Many still are < >m-!

say this
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tery. Chronic I3iarrhroa. Kidney
Troubles, and
Rpinal Disease:..
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CuresDiphtheria, ‘Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis,Neuralgia. !'n.
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping (Mu*.

11 d.
P with edg. "1 'Jfid,
r«.wi:ed with \ iet.iry's crimson seal,
All tie v, < lid tin ir names shall read!
Ai! the world tii ;r names -diall read!
Lnrolle.i with his host-- that ied,
\\ hose bloou for U'
fv r all—was shed.
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